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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
“Frederick’s eastern downtown bypass, a light
industrial and commercial corridor. An area with a
lot of untapped potential!”

Plan Summary
The City of Frederick has been ranked in lists of best
small towns, top places to live, and best downtowns.
Striving to live up to these billings is no small task
but is made easier by a lively historic downtown
core, vibrant and varied local economy, excellent
housing stock and an engaged citizenry. Frederick
has never been a community to rest on its laurels
and is always seeking to enhance its quality of life.
The 2010 City of Frederick Comprehensive Plan identified seven areas of the City that could benefit from
small area planning. The Comprehensive Plan states
that “each of these areas has its own particular character that should be protected and enhanced as new
development or redevelopment takes place.” The
Golden Mile Small Area Plan, which focuses on the
commercial corridor of US 40 on the west side of the
City, was the first to be adopted in 2013. East Frederick was identified as the next priority by the City’s
administration. The development of this planning
document is formidable task, as the East Frederick
region is quite large at almost 2,000 acres including
the Frederick Municipal Airport.
In order to make this planning effort more manageable and achievable, the East Frederick Area was
divided into smaller portions. This plan focuses on
the East Street Corridor as a logical extension of
existing infrastructure, success and vibrancy of the
downtown immediately to the west. This is a unique
corridor within the City due to its existing mix of
industrial, commercial, institutional and residential
uses in a relatively small area.
The purpose of the East Street Corridor Small Area
Plan (ESCAP) is to provide a guide for new and redevelopment. The plan includes recommendations
for the future of the corridor including the location
of new buildings, their appearance, and how to
enhance existing development and ensure compatibility between uses in a mixed use environment.
Also contained within the plan are suggestions for

Figure 1-1: Location Map of East Street Corridor within the City
of Frederick. See Figure 1-3 for larger map of ESCAP

improvements including road network changes,
streetscape design, and other public amenities.

ESCAP Principles and Goals
As with the Golden Mile Small Area Plan, this document will be framed by the following principles:
Walkable, Connected, Vibrant, Safe, Complete,
Attractive and Sustainable. These principles complement each other and illustrate the core values for the
future appearance and feel of the East Street Corridor. They also are reflected in the recommendations
and will serve as a guide for development by both
the private and public sectors. The seven principles
and supporting goals from the Implementation Section are summarized as follows:

Goals
 Goal 1 – Commit to the success of long-time non-

residential uses.

 Goal 2 - Create an identifiable neighborhood/cor-

ridor environment and provide customer experi-
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to spend more time and money in the neighborhood.

ence opportunities for existing and new nonresidential users.

Connected: Provide a street network
and transportation opportunities to
reduce traffic congestion on main arterials and provide efficient access to
adjacent commercial properties and
residential neighborhoods.

 Goal 3 - Support public infrastructure upgrade,

extension, and beautification opportunities.

 Goal 4 - Support residential development in the

long-term.

 Goal 5 - Build upon established anchor uses and

areas.

Vibrant: A lively destination is created
with the ability to draw shoppers, employers, residents and public events.
Retail is incorporated with public
spaces and integrated with office and
residential uses. Public spaces not only catalyze
development but create a premium for leasable area.
The multiple users thrive from one another creating
an environment to fiscally support itself.

 Goal 6 - Promote differentiated and unique ideas

that can provide a sense of place and destination
while encouraging new and expanded development in the corridor.

 Goal 7 – Continue to support citizen based ini-

tiatives to improve the east side of Frederick and
create opportunities for citizen representation in
the area.

Safe: The neighborhood is promoted,
creating a sense of community with
multiple users providing watchful
eyes in the day and night. Parks are
connected into an organized system
generating pedestrian activity with
personal interactions.

Principles
Walkable: The scale, character and detailing of buildings, public spaces and
infrastructure will not only accommodate pedestrians but will provide an
enjoyable experience enticing visitors

Figure 1-2: Matrix of ESCAP Goals and Principles
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Complete: All phases of development
interact and complement one another.
Streets are designed to have sufficient
space to accommodate all modes of
transportation including bicycles and
pedestrians. Buildings are designed
with multiple stories, retail located in appropriate
places for window shoppers, office and commercial
uses are strategically placed in locations to support
vital businesses and all uses are accessible to residential dwellings. Parklands connect development
to neighborhoods and other parts of the City.
Attractive: Multi-story buildings are
close to the street with parking in
the rear. Sidewalks are designed with
amenities to comfort pedestrians, and
parking lots are landscaped and provide safe access to destinations. Public
spaces surrounded with attractive landscaping and
art provide gathering places for visitors, employees
and residents of the area. Signage is designed to
reduce visual clutter and give the area an identity.
Sustainable: As redevelopment occurs and the new East Street identity
emerges a private/public partnership
is created to manage and facilitate
public improvements.

Planning Area Boundaries

The East Street Corridor Small Area Plan concentrates
primarily on the industrial/commercial development
along East Street and also includes the residential
areas on the 300 & 400 blocks of E. 3rd, 4th and 5th
Streets along with Pine Avenue and E. Church Street.
Outlined in Figure 1-3, the diversity of land uses is
evident by the varying size of parcels and large and
smaller rooftops interspersed throughout the study
area.

About Small Area Plans
What is a Small Area Plan?

A Small Area Plan is a neighborhood-level plan that
addresses land use, transportation, and a variety of
other topics. For each planning area, a committee
of residents, property owners and business owners
provide neighborhood recommendations to city
planners and local officials, resulting in a plan that is

Figure 1-3: East Street Corridor Small Area Plan Boundary

adopted by the Mayor and Board of Aldermen. The
plan represents the community’s desires for the future, such as where future buildings will be located,
how they will look, and the location of parks, trails
and future roadways.

Steps in creating a plan

A plan begins with analyzing a community’s existing status by assessing the conditions of land use
and zoning, transportation network, appearance of
buildings, quality of life for the citizens who reside in
the area, and the economic condition of the commercial areas.

The Recommendations

To develop the recommendations of a plan, the
future vision of the community is broken up into
goals and implementation items. Each goal is a small
piece of the overall vision and work collectively to
achieve the desires of the community. The goals are
carried out through a series of policies and implementations. The implementation items are specific
improvements that guide the public, planners and
officials to achieve the separate goals and ultimately
the vision of the community.
Benefits of Small Area Plans
A key benefit of the Small Area Planning process is
1-3
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local stakeholder involvement in the development of
each plan’s recommendations.

and possible resources for implementation
 Guidance for investment decisions of local governments
 Allow elected officials to direct necessary resources
 Support grant applications for the City

Regulatory Framework
Land Use Article

Maryland municipalities and counties were originally given the power to control land use within their
boundaries from Article 66B of the Annotated Code
of Maryland. Now entitled The Land Use Article, this
legislation was first added to the Maryland Code in
1927 to delegate the power to prepare a comprehensive or master plan, a zoning ordinance, and subdivision regulations to the State’s municipalities. The
City of Frederick uses the legal basis of The Land Use
Article to establish the Comprehensive Plan for the
City and the Small Area Plans throughout the City.

Comprehensive Plan

Figure 1-4: Small Area Plan making diagram

Small Area Plans serve as a guide for land use, environmental protection, transportation improvements,
open space and other capital improvements and will
identify opportunities for commercial revitalization
and, where appropriate, mixed-use development.
The benefits include:

Small Area Plans assist in implementing the goals
and recommendations of the City’s Comprehensive
Plan at a focused neighborhood level. Recognizing
the unique character of the City’s different communities, the 2010 Comprehensive Plan identified seven
small planning areas and recommended that a separate, more detailed land use plan be completed for
each of these areas. The City’s Comprehensive Plan
and the adopted Land Use Map are policy guides
for the East Street Corridor Small Area Plan. The
following Comprehensive Plan policies were found
to be applicable to the development of the East
Street Corridor and were used to derive the outreach
process and creation of this plan. See Section 4 for
implementation of these policies.
Land Use Element Policies

 Representation of the community’s vision
 Inclusion of neighborhood stakeholders’ input
and recommendations

LU 1: Encourage development to be compatible with
the character of the existing or planned development in the vicinity.

 Increased efficiency in provision of public services
 Greater predictability in land use and development
 Enable neighborhoods to be proactive in making
land use recommendations
 Identification of priority neighborhood projects
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LU 8: Develop neighborhood or area plans that provide specific land use objectives and development
guidance for the City’s neighborhoods.
LU 11: Enhance community identity and visual character by improving City gateways.

Section 1: Introduction

Transportation Element Policies
TE 3: Preserve and enhance transportation capacity
and multi-modal travel on local, collector and arterial
routes that serve the City of Frederick.
TE 4: Include the complete street solutions as part of
the design and capacity standards for all roadways.
TE 7: Promote bicycle and pedestrian mobility in the
City of Frederick.
TE 8: Encourage development that meets Transit-Friendly Design standards.
TE 11: Ensure that all new transportation improvements do not adversely impact the City’s neighborhoods.
TE 12: Preserve and enhance the historic grid system.
TE 13: Increase multi-modal transportation options
in the downtown.
Environmental Element Policies
EN - 4: Achieve energy savings and air quality benefits for the City by requiring energy-efficient site
design and building construction.
Community Character and Design Element Policies
CCD 1: Define area planning sectors in order to preserve and promote neighborhoods’ physical characteristics.
CCD 2: Support creative site planning and architecture in order to establish a built environment that
maintains and enhances neighborhood character,
aesthetics and offers various levels of interaction to
all members of the community while allowing for
innovative design.
CCD 3: Provide for a framework in all single-family,
multi-family, mixed residential areas and commercial
areas that is based on the “Complete Streets” objectives.
CCD 4: Design light industrial areas to complement
the community image and the visual aesthetics of
adjacent neighborhoods.
CCD 5: The City’s capital improvement projects shall
make a positive contribution to the City’s character.

CCD 6: Design land uses that encourage the development of neighborhoods that are served by commercial, office, and recreation facilities (where appropriate), that are accessible (via roads and sidewalks)
to all areas of the surrounding neighborhood.
CCD 7: Establish and maintain a Community Design
monitoring system to measure progress toward
achieving the goals of the Community Character and
Design Element.
Heritage Resources Element Policies
HRE 1: Expand support for preservation to the National Register District where appropriate.
HRE 2: Utilize all review processes to ensure that
potential impacts on historic resources are identified
and mitigated.
HRE 3: Educate property owners about the historic
significance of their properties and neighborhood.
HRE 4: Continue to identify and make available incentives to encourage historic preservation.
HRE Policy 5: Identify, document, designate, and protect significant historic resources, including archaeological resources.
HRE Policy 6: Encourage the retention, enhancement and maintenance of valuable historic resources.
Economic Development Element Policies
ED 1: Support small businesses and entrepreneurs.
ED 2: Maintain a diverse industry mix.
ED 4: Maintain adequate infrastructure for planned
business growth.
ED 5: Encourage revitalization and reinvestment in
traditional business corridors.
ED 6: Maintain and enhance downtown’s role as the
hub of government, arts, culture and commerce.
Fiscal Element Policies
FE 1: Identify dedicated revenues for funding capital
improvements.
FE 2: Encourage growth that enables the City’s
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non-residential tax base to comprise a larger share of
the overall tax base.
Housing Element Policies
HE 4: Enhance multi-modal transportation options
for neighborhoods.

Complete Streets Principles
1. The Policy applies to all roadways, shoulders, sidewalks, shared use paths, street crossings, pedestrian
signals, signs, street furniture, landscaping, lighting,
transit stops and facilities and rail crossings.
2. All connecting pathways should be designed, constructed, operated and maintained so that all users,
including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit vehicles and
riders, freight vehicles, emergency vehicles, motorists, and people with disabilities can travel safely and
independently. Access to existing facilities, especially for persons with disabilities, should be maintained
during construction.

HE 5: Encourage the development of compact residential neighborhoods.
HE 6: Support diverse residential development in
the City.
Recreation Element Policies
PR 2: Expand the City’s trail network to improve
pedestrian and bicycle access to parks and regional
trails.

3. Transportation projects should address the need
for pedestrians and bicyclist to cross facilities as well
as travel along them. The design and construction of
new facilities should not preclude the provision of
future improvements to accommodate future demand for walking and bicycling, especially in order
to access transit.

PR 5: Expand recreation center facilities and programs to accommodate growth.

City of Frederick Land Management Code

The Land Management Code (LMC) is the City’s
regulatory code that implements the policies of
the Comprehensive Plan. All development projects
are required to be in compliance with the LMC. The
recommendations contained in Section 3 & 4 of this
plan should ultimately be enforced by this regulatory framework to ensure consistency during project
development and implementation, and as such,
revisions to the LMC are recommended subsequent
to the adoption of this plan.

4. Transportation projects should comply with up-todate design standards, particularly standards relating
to providing access for individuals with disabilities.
5. Complete Streets principles should be applied in
due consideration of the urban, suburban, or rural
context in which a project is located, as well as applicable federal, state and local environmental requirements, and the effects of right-of-way widening on
adjacent property owners and residents. While all
users should be accommodated, modal priorities
may vary by area and facility.

Complete Streets Policy
The Mayor and Board of Aldermen approved Resolution 16-11 on June 2, 2016. As outlined in the
resolution, the goal of Complete Streets is to improve access and mobility for all users of streets in a
community. This is completed by reducing conflicts
between modes of transportation and pedestrian
activity and encouraging non-motorized transportation and transit. The integration of sidewalks, bike
facilities, transit amenities, landscaping and safe
crossings into street design serves to achieve the
ideals of the Complete Streets Policy.

Figure 1-5: Complete Street in Rockville, MD
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ESCAP Organization
The East Street Corridor Small Area Plan is designed
to help set the course for preserving and enhancing
both existing residences and businesses while laying
the groundwork for new and redevelopment to
occur. It serves to support development in a manner
that is consistent and compatible with the adopted
Comprehensive Plan policies, established goals, and
the consensus of the stakeholders within the study
area.

and property owners and residents toward implementation of the goals and polices by identifying
responsible entities and timeframes.

The following section of this plan, Section II: Current
Conditions, will provide an overview of the area
including existing and proposed land uses, demographics and history. Data from the Census Bureau
sources along with information gathered from previous studies will also be summarized to better help
the reader understand the study area. Additionally,
the section will describe Staff’s efforts to engage the
community and a summary of the public’s feedback
and major takeaways by Staff. Complete survey results and other public comments can be reviewed in
the Appendix to this document.
Section III: Future View will present a unified vision of
what the corridor could become moving forward.
Specifically, photos and illustrations will provide examples and suggestions of how new and redevelopment can look and how potential conflicts between
uses can be minimized all while elevating the value
of residential and non-residential properties. Certain
properties and locations lend themselves to being
significant places that can have great impact on the
entire corridor. These areas will be identified as Opportunity Sites and examined in greater detail with
suggestions about how to best utilize them for the
betterment of the corridor as well as themselves. In
addition to privately owned property, public rights
of ways and other publically owned property also
can play a large role in the appearance of an area
and many times can serve as a catalyst and an example for private investment and development.
The final section of the plan is Section IV: Implementation. The recommendations and suggestions contained in this plan are difficult to undertake unless
there is a blueprint of how to direct and control the
vision of the corridor. Strategies for how to move the
plan forward are included in this section as Plan Policies. These policies are organized and prioritized in
a matrix to guide city staff, elected officials, business
1-7
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SECTION 2: EXISTING CONDITIONS
“It’s in transition. There is a neat mix of businesses,
restaurants, houses, but it’s not bike friendly. I can
see great things happening there.”

Overview
The East Street Corridor Small Area Plan (ESCAP)
focuses on a linear area along the major north-south
traffic route through the heart of Frederick. This
area encompasses East Street from its beginning at
Interstate 70 and traveling north to Peter’s Lane. The
study area also includes East Church Street and East
Patrick Street to Carroll Creek. This corridor varies
greatly in terms of type of development and recent
activity and investment from south to north. Residential development in the area is relatively minimal.
ESCAP is located within the boundaries of two
prominent nonprofit organizations: East Frederick
Rising (EFR) and Downtown Frederick Partnership
(DFP). Both organizations are very active within the
community and the City recognizes the opportunity
to work with these organizations to better serve the
public and ensure this Plan’s success. Downtown
Frederick Partnership was founded in 1990 and
works to enhance, promote and preserve the vitality and economic viability of Downtown Frederick.
East Frederick Rising began in 2005 as a collection
of interested individuals who all shared a vision that
the east end of Frederick could be the new economic
engine for the City of Frederick based upon the potential of redeveloping older industrial sites, greenfield development, proximity to the transportation
network and environmental features.
ESCAP study area totals 371 acres and was created
based on a report from a Technical Assistance Panel
(TAP). East Frederick Rising, with the City’s financial
assistance, contracted with the Urban Land Institute
(ULI) to convene a TAP consisting of commercial
and residential developers, architects, planners and
other business professionals. The TAP’s mission was
to provide recommendations for the development
of Frederick’s east side. This report is included in
the Appendix. The panel found it most logical and
feasible to divide the study area into three sectors,
and focus on the area around East Street first. The
study area is very similar to the suggestion in the TAP
2-8

Figure 2-1: View of Carroll Creek over East Street looking east

Report and emphasizes proximity to the downtown
and transportation routes as being most advantageous for both encouraging expansion of existing
businesses and redevelopment of underutilized
sites. Furthermore, this area was recommended as
being an excellent location for mixed-use development in the 2004 & 2010 Comprehensive Plans given
the previously identified factors along with a strong
market for housing in and near the thriving downtown.
The purpose of this Plan is to take the previous
recommendations and work with the residents,
business and property owners and other groups to
develop the final vision and strategies necessary in
order to bring these goals to fruition.

Demographics
The study area is made up of portions of several Census tracts and blocks and therefore is difficult to obtain an accurate population number. However using

Figure 2-2: Types of jobs within East Street Corridor
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the population information from the relevant tracts provide a glimpse into certain aspects of the residents in
the immediate area. Tracts 7501, 7508, 7502 and 7720 all include portions of the study area.
Less than 2% of all families in these Census tracts have income below the poverty level in the last 12 months.
However it must be noted that Census information is for the entire tracts and pockets of poverty or minority
concentration can exist within those larger tracts.
Certain economic information is also available through the Census and is considered more accurate than
population figures due to the direct reporting and compilation of the
data from several sources. Within the study area there are approximately 3,439 primary jobs. Most employees live outside the study area which
is depicted in Figure 2-4.
Additionally, the report in Figure 2-3 details job and worker characteristics within the corridor. Ages of the workers within the ESCAP are predominantly between 30 and 54 years
of age and 43% of workers make more
than 3,333 per month, which equates to
more than $40,000 annually. The dominant industry is retail, due to the users
such as Everedy Square and Shab Row,
various restaurants and boutique shops
and the two small strip shopping centers. The next highest worker industries
comprise of construction, manufacturing and wholesale trade industries.

Figure 2-4: Inflow/Outflow of jobs
within the East Street Corridor

Land Use

The East Street Corridor has historically been an industrial center for
the City and those uses continue today, many have been in existence
for over 100 years. There are several large employers in the study area
including Potomac Edison, McCutcheon’s, the Post Office, Dairy Maid,
Uncle Ralph’s Cookies, Frederick County Public Schools, and FoodPRO.
The recent relocation of the Department of Social Services has negated
the health care industry’s impact in the corridor. The relocation of Social
Services now provides an opportunity for new professional offices to fill
this desirable space at the edge of downtown. Various specialties such
as construction contractors, automobile sales, and service facilities are
concentrated in the area of E. 4th Street. There are two commercial strip
centers along East Street, a small complex at 5th Street and the Monocacy Village Shopping Center at the northern edge of the study area.
A portion of the study area is within the Frederick Town Historic District,
better known as the Historic Preservation Overlay (HPO) which requires
existing and new development to comply with the design guidelines for
the district. A significant portion of the properties within the study area
are also located in the National Register Historic District. Greater detail
about theses historic resources is included later in this chapter.
Figure 2-3: Worker profile of East Street
according to the US Census Bureau

There are two distinct locations within the study area that are primarily
residential: the Water Street/B & O Avenue area and the area between
2-9
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East Church Street and East 3rd Street. These homes are primarily older housing stock and the majority are
single and duplex dwellings. It should be noted that there are two significant residential projects under construction that are located just outside of the study area. East of Market, an apartment community along East
Street immediately north of the study area features 160 units that are Energy Star and LEED certified. This
project has seen such success that the project will be expanded further north of the study area. Eastchurch,
just east of the study area includes 440 units with a mix of townhouse, condominiums and single family
homes. The addition of this many new residents will certainly impact future land uses in the corridor as they
increase the demand for goods and services.
While the vision for East Frederick is primarily that of a mixed-use nature with residential and non-residential
existing side by side; it is vital to also understand and appreciate the many long-term industrial uses in the
area. There is minimal existing industrially zoned land in the City and therefore these uses need to be able to
expand and thrive in their existing locations. These uses may not always be compatible with new residential
development and care must be taken to ensure
their continuing success by having adequate
buffers and other mitigating features in place as
new projects are reviewed. Over time, market
pressures may be such that land values rise to
the point that it may make economic sense
for some businesses to sell their property and
relocate to other locations. In order to facilitate
such an endeavor, the City should be prepared
to assist by appropriately zoning property for
industrial uses and helping to identify land for
relocation.
Much of the study area was designated in the
2010 Comprehensive Plan as “Mixed-Use”. This
land use recommendation is consistent with
other plans and studies that suggested the East
Street Corridor become an extension of the
downtown and promote a mixture of residential and non-residential development. Of the
approximately 100 acres that are currently
zoned Mixed-Use only two properties, the
Hospital Distribution Center and Former Brick
Works, make up most of that total.
ESCAP Zoning in Acres
Downtown Business
General Commercial (GC)
Heavy Industrial (M1)
Mixed Use II (MU2)
Parkland (PRK)
Downtown Residential (DR)
Light Industrial (LI)
Mixed Use (MU)
Institutional (IST)

57
39

26
Downtown Business
1
21

14

15
General Commercial
(GC)
99
99
14
371

Heavy Industrial (M1)
Mixed Use II (MU2)

57
99

39

Parkland (PRK)
Downtown Residential (DR)
Light Industrial (LI)

26
99

1
15

21

Mixed Use (MU)
Institutional (IST)

Figure 2-5: Existing Zoning within ESCAP

Figure 2-6: ESCAP Zoning and Land Use Maps
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Recently Completed Major Projects
In recent years there have been several new developments
within the study area, mostly at the southern end of East
Street including the following:
1 Monocacy Valley Canning - East Street & South Street;
Office/Retail.
Historic Building Rehabilitation & New construction,
multi-story office building and 1st floor retail; $2 million
in capital investment; 30,000 SF Office/Retail; suite sizes –
1,000 – 30,000 sf– Ready for Occupancy.
2 Frederick Visitor’s Center - S. East Street; across from
MARC Train Station.
$3 million in capital investment/rehab of a 107-year old
brick cannery warehouse; Houses Tourism Council of Frederick County; 6,300 SF on one level; 10 Employees; Completed April 2011.
3 Frederick County Public Schools Central Office - S. East
Street & E. South Street; next to Frederick Visitors Center.
New construction, multi-story office building; $14.9 million
in capital investment; 89,800 SF Office; 260 Employees.
Completed July 2010.
4 City Parking Garage #5 - E. All Saints Street.
$14.4 M investment; 365 space public/private parking garage; Retail available on 1st floor; Completed June 2010.
5 East Street Gateway
New SHA transportation project connecting I-70 to South
East Street, designed to be the new “Gateway” to the downtown business district and tourist destinations; $104.8
million. Completed December 2009.

Major Projects approved or under review
6 McCutcheon’s Mill - Carroll Creek Park; Zoned M1.
34,000 SF retail facility added to existing structure, with
frontage along Carroll Creek Park. Portion of space is to be
for lease. 20 ft. working water wheel, two levels of covered
porch space and a covered parking area. $5 million in capital investment; Design Approved; Construction pending.
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Mobility
7

Frederick News Post (Downtown Hotel and Conference Center) - 200 E. Patrick Street; Mixed-Use.

1 acre; This property is currently under contract to
Plamondon Hospitality Partners with the intent to
construct a full service Marriott Hotel and conference center featuring approximately 180 rooms and
24,000 square feet of meeting space. This will be a
public/private partnership and exact funding mechanisms are still being finalized.
8 United States Postal Service - 201 E. Patrick
Street. Zoned Institutional.
Approximately 4 acres; While not currently for sale,
the parcel occupies a prominent corner of the East
Street/Patrick Street intersection and serves as a
gateway within Downtown Frederick and the East
Street corridor. DFP recently led a jointly funded
study, along with East Frederick Rising and the City’s
Division of Planning & Economic Development Department. A consultant facilitated the public process
that identified possible redevelopment opportunities should relocation of the Post Office regional
operations occur, while retail functions of the Post
Office would remain onsite or nearby. This study was
completed in January 2017 and a link to the final
study is available in the Appendix
One Commerce Plaza - East Street/Commerce
9 Street; Office/Retail/Residential, zoned DB.

The ability to move about the study area is provided
in many different manners. This corridor more closely defines “multi-modal” better than any other in the
City. Within the study area one can travel by foot,
bicycle, automobile, bus and train. These various
methods of travel all have strengths and weaknesses.

Pedestrian Activity

Within the East Street Corridor there are two main
pedestrian options: sidewalks along East Street and
the Carroll Creek Linear Park (CCLP). The CCLP allows
users to travel from Baker Park to the west, through
the downtown and terminating at East Patrick Street.
In urban areas, sidewalks are obviously the usual
route of pedestrians but, at best, the existing sidewalk infrastructure along East St is fragmented. An
aerial analysis identifies approximately 2,000 linear
feet of missing sidewalk within the corridor.
Additionally, in locations where sidewalks do exist,
the ramps at intersections are not in compliance
with current ADA requirements. Sidewalks north
of 5th Street are often not buffered from parking
areas, thus allowing automobiles to project into the
sidewalk limiting pedestrian movements. There are
portions of the corridor where crosswalks may be
warranted at locations other than signalized intersections to facilitate pedestrian flows.
Walkability within the Corridor is further reduced
by a car dominated atmosphere with minimal midblock pedestrian crossings. Existing intersections
such as East Street and E Patrick, and East Street and
E Church Street were identified as problem areas
for pedestrians during the Post Office Study led by
Downtown Frederick Partnership.

New construction; $24 million in capital investment;
60,000 SF Office, 20,000 SF Retail or Residential. Site
Plan Approved.
Union Mills - 140 W Patrick Street. Zoned Down10 town Business/Commercial.
Union Knitting Mills is a phased redevelopment project consisting of approximately 63,000sf of office,
commercial and retail space along the Carroll Creek
Linear Park. Site is currently under construction and
partially occupied.

11

Galleria - East All Saints Street & East Street.
Zoned Downtown Business/Commercial.

New Construction; 1.8 acres; 127 units, 155 structured spaces.
Figure 2-7: Lack of sidewalks along East St.
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Figure 2-9: Before and after East Street & I70 Interchange

Biking Infrastructure

The City of Frederick presents an excellent opportunity and destination for bicyclists. In fact, the City has been named a Bronze
Bicycle Friendly Community by the League of American Bicyclists.
This award was bestowed upon the City for its commitment to
improving conditions for bicycling through investment in bicycling promotion, education programs, infrastructure and pro-bicycling policies.
The East Street Corridor features a designated bike route on a
portion of East Street which then connects to the bike route at
7th Street. The City’s Shared Use Path Plan (SUPP) also calls for
a Rails with Trails project along the east side of East Street in a
railroad right-of-way. Studies have been completed and plans
developed for this endeavor. Much of this trail for pedestrians
and bicyclists will be constructed by property owners and developers as new and redevelopment occurs. There is also a “pump
track” located at the northern end of the study area which is a
loop of dirt berms that allow the rider to avoid pedaling by using
the pumping motion of their upper and lower body while maintaining speed around the track.

Roadways

This area has benefited greatly from recent and ongoing transportation improvements. The extension of East Street via the
creation of a new Interstate 70 interchange in 2009 has created
a new secondary gateway into downtown as well as East Frederick. Until completion of the interchange East Street terminated
at South Street. This new connection to I-70 has increased north
Figure 2-8: Proposed Shared Use Path System and southbound traffic significantly on East Street. The aerial
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photographs in Figure 2-9 illustrate the “before and
after” of the East Street interchange.
Monocacy Boulevard is an arterial loop providing access from the east side of the City to the north. Several segments have already been completed, further
opening up land for development which will help relieve through traffic in the study area. In conjunction
with Monocacy Boulevard, significant improvements
to the South Street I-70 interchange will enhance
traffic flow as well. Both Monocacy Boulevard and
East Street are classified as Urban Primary Arterials.
Patrick and South Streets are Urban Minor Arterials
and Church Street is an Urban Collector. All other
roads are classified as Local.

E. 9th St.

Train

E. 5th St.

Pine St.

The MARC (Maryland Area Regional Commuter) Train
Station serves as a transportation hub along East
Street. Currently this station operates as a spur from
the Brunswick line and features three trips per weekday both outbound and inbound. There currently is
no weekend service.

E. 2nd St.

rch

u
Ch

Bus

St.

East Patrick St
.

East St.

TransIT, operated by Frederick County, uses the
MARC station as a transfer center for their buses and
over 7 routes that provide access to the study area as
shown on the map in Figure 2-10. TransIT is interested in acquiring space in the MARC station to locate a
satellite office in that location.
Additionally, the Maryland Transit Authority operates the 515 Commuter Bus Service from the MARC
Station to points south including the Shady Grove
Metro Station.

Emergency Services
Police

The Frederick Police Department is the agency
responsible for providing police services to The City
of Frederick, including the East Street Corridor. The
FPD uses a community policing strategy that is data
driven and involves officers being seen in the neighborhoods on a routine and regular basis. Communication with residents and business owners is accomplished in a variety of ways including the regular
Neighborhood Advisory Council (NAC) meetings.

BUS ROUTE LEGEND
Marc Train Station
#40
#50
#61
#51
E Frederick Shuttle
#60
#65
Rt 85 Shuttle
#20

Figure 2-10: TransIT Bus Stop

Fire and Rescue

The East Street corridor is served by several first
responders including United Steam Fire Engine Company #3 and Junior Fire Company #2. Interest has
been expressed by Frederick County Fire and Rescue
leadership in relocating an additional unit in the
southern portion of the East Street Corridor.
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Historic Resources

Figure 2-11: Historic aerial photo of Downtown Frederick circa 1924

The east side of Frederick is home to significant historic resources that are important to the heritage and development of the City, state, and nation. The area covered by this Plan, which is adjacent to the City’s historic
downtown core, includes a range of industrial structures and sites such as canneries, iron works, dairy processing facilities, mills, and ice plants. There are significant transportation-related resources such as the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad and the Historic National Road. Additionally, there are significant residential districts
dating from the late-nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The City of Frederick’s 2010 Comprehensive
Plan previously identified many of these historic resources as potentially meeting the criteria for designation
as a Historic Preservation Overlay (HPO). In January of 2016, The
Mayor and Board of Aldermen voted to place an HPO on three
properties in the East Street Corridor study area: the Frederick
City Packing Company; the Ox Fibre Brush Company and Union
Knitting Mills.
Early Frederick industries were based on the area’s natural resources—timber, limestone, and iron ore—and supported the
growing agricultural base. The lumber, tanning, glass making,
brick making, iron, and milling industries flourished through
the early 19th century. The arrival of the National Road and
the branch lines of the B & O railroad in the 1830s, and later the
Pennsylvania Railroad branch line, provided efficient transpor-
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Figure 2-12: East Street Gateway photo
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tation of manufactured goods to major port cities.
Industrial development expanded and was concentrated on the east side of the City around these major transportation routes. As the century progressed,
industry shifted away from iron and glass works to
those related to construction needs and growing
agricultural innovations. Lime and bone fertilizer
manufactories and machine shops became more
prominent and brick making remained important.
Nationwide trends towards larger scale manufacturing brought textile and clothing factories and canning plants to Frederick.
Frederick was a major contributor to Maryland’s position as one of the largest canning states in the 19th
century as a result of Louis McMurray’s large South
Street factory established in 1868 and his innovative patented canning machines that replaced older
methods. By 1870 Frederick County ranked second
in value of manufactures, after Baltimore County.
After the Civil War there was a trend towards urbanization, industrialization, and labor management.
Three new canning factories were established
along the B & O line—the Frederick City Packing Co,
Monocacy Valley Canning, and Colt & Dixon Packing
Company. The establishment of the Frederick Iron
& Steel Company and the Ox Fibre Brush Company in the northeast part of the City, and the Union
Knitting Mills in the late 19th century contributed to
the City’s growth including the development of new
residential areas.
As agriculture shifted from grain farming to dairying
at the turn of the 20th century, new dairy processing
industries were established. Most notable was the
first large-scale industrial dairy operated by Baltimore and Washington White Cross Milk Company
starting in 1909 directly on the branch line of the B
& O line. With more efficient transportation to urban
markets provided by the railroad and improvements
in refrigeration, dairy processing facilities in Frederick expanded. Some industries, such as the Everedy
Company, saw great expansion in the 20th century
due to securing numerous World War II manufacturing contracts. During the second half of the 20th
century, agricultural production and distribution
became more peripheral and relatively small manufacturing companies such as the Ox Fibre Brush
Company and Union Knitting Mills failed to compete
in the developing international economy.

Figure 2-13: Historic Districts within ESCAP

National Register Frederick Historic District (FHD)

The Frederick Historic District was listed on the
National Register of Historic Places in 1973. The
significance of the Frederick Historic District derives
from its role as the seat of Frederick County and as a
regional market and industrial center in Maryland’s
Piedmont area from the late 18th century to the mid
20th century. The Frederick Historic District is also
significant for its architecture. The district exhibits
a wealth of commercial, residential, public, civic,
and religious architecture in a variety of style and
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forms with important examples of most of the major
architectural style that characterize the mid-Atlantic
region. Listing on the National Register of Historic
Places enables property owners to participate in
programs that foster preservation, such as state and
federal tax credits and grants. The program is largely
honorific so unless a property is also in the Frederick
Town Historic District or individually designated by
the City as a Historic Preservation Overlay (HPO), the
Historic Preservation Commission does not review
exterior alterations, new construction, or demolition.

Frederick Town Historic District (FTHD) Historic Preservation Overlay (HPO)

In 1952 the City of Frederick created a historic district
that encompassed a few downtown blocks, becoming the second city in Maryland and the thirteenth
in the nation to establish a local historic district.
Due to this early protection, the City’s historic core
remains largely intact and the City enjoys one of the
best preserved historic districts in the country. Over
the years the district’s boundaries were expanded,
the City Code was strengthened, and the Historic
District Commission was established. The Commission was responsible for the review and approval of
exterior alterations, signs and demolitions. In 1995
the district’s boundaries were expanded once more,
and in 2001 was officially named the “Frederick Town
Historic District.” Only those properties designated
as a HPO require Historic Preservation Commission
review for exterior alterations, demolition, and new
construction. In such cases, the Frederick Town Historic District Design Guidelines are consulted.

Figure 2-14: Union Knitting Mills along Carroll Creek

Thomas Haler formed the Frederick Seamless Hosiery
Company with only 18 knitting machines in 1887.
The East Patrick Street factory originally included a
hosiery mill, a shirt factory, a dye house, and a printing plant. Due to their success with hosiery, the shirt
factory was quickly turned into another hosiery mill.
By 1889 the factory had quadrupled in size having
merged with the Union Manufacturing Company.
According a 1910 account by T.J.C. Williams and
Folger McKinsey in their History of Frederick County
Maryland, the company’s mills were considered to be
the most up-to-date and were at one time called the
“most modern and best equipped mills in the county.” Of additional importance, this factory was one of
the first to provide employment to women, whose
presence in a factory; mill or even a store prior to this
time was rare. Employment in this factory allowed
women to be financially independent, open savings
Crystal Place Ice Co., 221 North East Street (FHD)
accounts, and own real estate. After inventing nylon
Ice-making supported the dairy industry and the re- in 1937, DuPont Company officials secretly traveled
frigerated cars that took milk to city markets. Locat- with the not-yet-patented material to the Union
ed adjacent to the Pennsylvania Railroad, the Crystal Mills in Frederick to see how easily it could be knitPlace Ice Company was built between 1897 and 1904 ted into stockings. The experiments were a success
and produced ice from city water. By 1911 they had
and DuPont announced the development of nylon
closed and the building was subsequently occupied hosiery at the 1938 World’s Fair before going on sale
by the Coca-Cola Bottling Company and the Frednationwide in 1940. The original experimental pair
erick Furniture Company. After 1930 the building
of nylon stockings made at Union Mills in Frederick
was utilized as a machine shop, motor freight depot, now resides in the Smithsonian.
hardware manufacturers, and bottle warehouse. The
Ox Fibre Brush Co. (Goodwill), 400 East Church Street (FHD)
structure is now used as a restaurant.

Union Knitting Mills, 332-340 East Patrick Street (FHD)
Historic Preservation Overlay (HPO)

As the market for knit goods grew in the late 19th
century, David Lowenstein, M. E. Getzendanner, and

Historic Preservation Overlay (HPO)

Established in 1890 as the Palmetto Fiber Company,
the company quickly outgrew their original South
Street location and relocated to Church Street in
1892 changing their name to the Ox Fibre Brush
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Company. The company’s founders, John K. Robinson and McClintock Young, received 10 patents
for basic brush machine designs from 1889 to 1901
and ultimately went on to hold 50 total patents. The
East Church Street complex consists of three large
brick buildings which included a factory, sawmill,
and stock warehouse. In the early 20th century the
Ox Fibre Brush Company was known worldwide and
maintained branch offices in Florida, New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, and San Francisco. Manufacturing all kinds and grades of fiber brushes and
patented brush machines, the company employed
nearly 300 men and boys. It was also one the earliest
industries to provide an employee welfare and insurance plan to its workers in 1917. The company maintained its operations until 1968. Currently Goodwill
Industries of the Monocacy Valley uses a portion of
the building as offices and retail sales.

Frederick Tailoring Company/Sagner Clothing Factory (The
Glass Factory), 241 East 4th Street (FTHD)
Built in 1921 by the Joseph Black & Sons Hosiery
Company, this factory building was quickly repurposed into the business of canning corn, beans, and
succotash when purchased by the Staley Canning
Company in 1926. The canning business was also
short-lived and closed in 1931 due to a prolonged
drought and poor economic conditions. The Frederick Tailoring Company, a men’s clothing manufacturer occupied the building starting in 1933
and became the Sagner Clothing Company in 1963
before closing in 1974. This has become a successful adaptive reuse structure with several businesses
now calling the Glass Factory home.

Lower Depot District (FTHD)

The Lower Depot district is a noncontiguous portion
of the Frederick Town Historic District consisting of
residential properties along Water Street and B & O
Avenue south of the train depot. Shortly after the
Frederick branch of the B & O Railroad was opened
in 1831, the first houses at 144-152 B & O Avenue
were built along and oriented towards the line.
Residential development continued in the decades
that followed and then expanded after the Frederick
& Pennsylvania Line Railroad was constructed and
connected to the B & O line in1872. The convergence
of these two railroad lines spurred a bevy of industrial development in the vicinity. Within blocks of the
Lower Depot district there were several canneries
or packing companies, a flour mill, a knitting mill, a
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step ladder factory, a spoke factory, a bridge works,
two ice companies, coal yards, a fertilizer warehouse,
a tannery, and a brick works providing employment
for Lower Depot residents. In the late nineteenth and
early 20th century, residential development expanded to fill Water Street.

Frederick Iron & Steel Company/Excelsior Dairy (Dairy
Maid), 207-259 East 7th Street (FHD)

In a small steel and machine shop at the intersection
of Seventh Street and the Pennsylvania Railroad in
1897 the Diven brothers established the Montrose
Iron Works. The shop was later leased to John Mitchell, Jr. who operated as Frederick Iron Works. In 1910
Mitchell joined with Elmer P. Morris forming the
much larger Morris Iron Company. In 1913 the iron
works was enlarged again and a steel casting plant
was installed. The company then had the capacity
to melt 40 tons of iron and 10 tons of finished steel
castings per day. Located to the west of the iron
works, Charles F. Rothenhoeffer opened the Excelsior
Dairy around 1906, one of ten dairies in the City at
the time. In 1922, the business was expanded with
a second section added to the building. As federal
regulations mandated sanitary practices in the dairy
industry, Roethenhoeffer advertised as the “Excelsior
Sanitary Dairy” and banquet ice cream, pasteurized
milk and cream. By 1947 the dairy expanded once
again. These two industries drove residential development in the area.

Colt & Dixon Packing Company Warehouse, 199 East South
Street (FHD)

The one-story brick and concrete block series of
warehouse buildings is all that remains of the Colt &
Dixon Packing Company. Founded by Elmer Dixon
and partners in 1902, the company emerged from
Hewitt’s Tomato Canning Factory, an earlier canning
business, joined two other established packing
facilities along East South Street and the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad. The company had begun expanding
by 1911 and shortly sold a right-of-way to the Hagerstown and Frederick Railway, providing access to
the factory for local farmers which led to accelerated
growth and completion of the warehouse complex.

White Cross Milk Company, 50 South Wisner Street

Organized in 1909, the Baltimore and Washington
White Cross Milk Company was among the first
large-scale industrial dairy to open in Frederick.
Situated adjacent to the Baltimore and Ohio RailSection 2: Existing Conditions

road, the dairy had the capacity to handle and store
10,000 gallons per day and had their own cold storage and electric plants. The company supplied milk
to Baltimore and Washington in special cars from
their own switch and track.

ick City Packing Company continued to operate into
the 20th century as Jenkins Brothers, Inc.

Historic National Road

Everedy Company, 4-20 North East Street, (FHD)

The Everedy Bottle Capper Company was founded
in 1920 and established their East Street factory in
1922 and manufactured metal items for domestic
use such as cooking utensils, door hardware, home
bottling equipment, and gift merchandise. They
expanded in the decades that followed and built
a larger complex in 1942 that connected the East
Street buildings to the new warehouses on East
Church Street Extended. The total complex doubled
in size and secured many World War II manufacturing
contracts. After the war they manufactured anti-tank mines, anti-submarine floats, grenades, grenade adapters, and rocket and bomb parts. Everedy
Square is now another successful adaptive reuse site
that is home to many thriving shops, boutiques and
restaurants.

Mountain City Mills, 40 South Carroll Street (FTHD)

The first mill on this site was built in 1872 for Kemp’s
Steam Flouring Mills, and then expanded in 1878
after being purchased by James Gambrill. This purchase allowed him to produce 45,000 barrels of flour
a year. Gambrill improved and operated the mill
through the 1890s until it was destroyed by fire. A
new mill was built by 1897 and operated first as the
Frederick City Milling Company and then the Mountain City Mills. The building burned again in 1906.
After being rebuilt, it continued to operate as Mountain City Mills with owner D.W. Dietrich. By 1930 the
mill was operating as the Freihoffer Flour Mills. By
1947, milling had ceased and the building served as
grain storage.

Frederick City Packing Company, 5 Commerce Street (FHD)
Historic Preservation Overlay (HPO)

In 1806 Congress authorized the establishment of a
national road to connect the port of Baltimore with
the Northwest Territory. The road west of Cumberland to the Ohio River was constructed with federal
funds, making it the first federally planned and funded highway in the United States. A system of private
pikes connecting Baltimore to Cumberland began in
1792 which were taken over by the state in the 1830s
to form the Baltimore National Pike which connected to the National Road in Cumberland. The entire
route is now commonly referred to as the National
Road. Having long served as the most important
westward highway, the National Road is a historically
and culturally important transportation route.

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

The B & O Railroad lateral branch reached Frederick
in 1831 and passed through a significant concentration of industrial sites. While the route was laid
partially in response to the existing industrial sector,
it also encouraged the location of more companies.
The area surrounding the railway by the end of the
19th century included brick works, packing plants,
canning plants, and dairies in addition to the older
tanneries and lumberyards. Other companies, such
as the Montrose Iron Works, the Brookey Brick Company and Frederick Iron and Steel, developed as the
East Street (formerly Love Lane) corridor expanded
into industry with the laying of the Pennsylvania
Railroad.

Environmental Resources
Topography

The Frederick City Packing Company was established
in 1891 as fruit and corn packers. Remaining buildings include an original one-story brick warehouse
fronting on what was historically the B & O railroad
with a two-story brick warehouse added c. 1911. As
of 1904, the company had expanded to three buildings and was competing with two nearby canning
operations—the Monocacy Valley Canning Company
and the Colt & Dixon Packing Company. The Freder-

The elevation in the study area is relatively flat with
both the northern and southern ends of the corridor at roughly the same elevation, sloping slightly
towards Carroll Creek. Topography should not pose
a significant obstacle to new and redevelopment.

Urban Tree Canopy

The Urban Tree Canopy Report was analyzed by
NAC areas. The East Street Corridor lies within three
NACs, 7, 11, and 12. According to the study these
three areas have between 8-11% coverage currently.
However, considering that the study area is primarily
commercial and industrial and a much smaller part
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of a larger area, the actual coverage in the corridor is
likely less. The study goes on to suggest that between 59% and 70% could have canopy coverage.

Community Engagement
Survey

The East Street Corridor Small Area Plan Survey
was conducted over the course of approximately a
month, from August 10, 2015 to September 15, 2015.
The survey consisted of eighteen (18) questions
directly related to the East Street Corridor and an
additional six (6) questions related to survey participant information. Most of the questions asked for
supplemental responses from the participants to
encourage specificty. The information received from
a total of 144 surveys ensures an accurate picture of
public opinion and sentiment regarding the existing
conditions and potential necessities within the corridor. These responses were taken into consideration
during the planning of the East Street Corridor.
Prior to the survey becoming available, Staff attended meetings of NACs 7, 11 and 12 to inform them of
the upcoming research and the purpose of the Plan
and to encourage their participation in the survey.
Additionally each property owner in the study area
received a mailing with the same information and
inviting them to the open house meeting.
In addition to the survey, an interactive comment
map was made available to the public. The interactive map allowed participants to geolocate
comments, whether it was a specific property or
intersection in need of improvement. A fair portion
of the comments were outside of the immediate
study area, but prove helpful to background analysis
and awareness for the interplay between the study
area and adjacent properties. The majority of the
comments provided relate to traffic concerns and
potential future public improvements (i.e. roadway
design). It is apparent that these are typically the
most immediate concerns and issues facing the
study area. A link to the Survey results is included in
the Appendix.

Open House Meeting

Staff invited residents, businesses, and concerned
members of the public to an open house meeting
on March 9, 2016 at the Municipal Annex Building.
With approximately 50 attendees, Staff shared a brief

Figure 2-15: Open House breakout session

introduction to the study area and then broke into
four groups to specifically speak about transportation, opportunity sites, residential compatibility and
design, and business interests & concerns. These
stations provided large maps of the study area so
the public could denote specific locations and write
comments. From this meeting, the main concerns
and insight gained were the need for transportation
and beautification improvements throughout the
corridor, and a concern from business owners about
the lack of industrially zoned property in the City,
and potential transition of existing industrial sites
for new residential development. More information
and feedback from each station can be found in the
Appendix.

Follow up Community Meeting

Once the initial draft of the Plan was complete it
was placed on the City’s website for public review.
On March 22, 2017 a public meeting was held at the
Frederick Visitor Center on East Street to present the
Plan to the public and gather comments and answer
questions. Approximately 45 members of the public
including representatives from Downtown Frederick
Partnership, East Frederick Rising, the Bicycle and
Pedestrian Advisory Committee, and members from
City Planning and the Board of Aldermen were in
attendance. Subsequently, the Plan was presented to NACs 7, 11 and 12 as well as to East Frederick
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Rising and the Downtown Frederick Partnership. The
Plan was discussed at three workshop meetings of
the Frederick Planning Commission and a favorable
recommendation to adopt the Plan was received at
their June 12, 2017 Public Hearing.

recommendations of this report.

East Street Extension Phase I Area Plan

use development with most being predominantly
residential; achieve appropriate scale by creating
urban, pedestrian-oriented blocks within new development and creating an additional focal point along
Carroll Creek near Highland Street. The study also
suggested that higher-density residential development would be financeable early in the redevelopment process and will help meet the existing market
demand for such units.

East Frederick Rising – Mid-Maryland’s Economic Engine, A
Vision for the Revitalization of the East Side

In 2010, EFR produced a vision plan for the entire east
side of Frederick. This plan
identified four principles
for achieving a long-term
successful East Side: Making the East Side a regional
hub for economic growth;
concentrating on achieving a “sense of place”; coordinating and consolidating infrastructure and investment; and creating livable streets that are scaled
appropriately for pedestrian use. Extending the
Figure 2-16: March 22, 2017 Community Meeting downtown street grid, creating new city blocks and
encouraging new mixed-use development through
Previous Plans & Studies
an enhanced regulatory framework are all components of this plan.
As indicated earlier, this area or portions of it have
been the subject of other plans and studies over
Revitalization and Development in East Frederick, Marythe years. Portions of all of these plans have been
land - Technical Assistance Report
implemented and the recommendations have been
The Urban Land Institute produced this report in
consistent and similar in recommending mixed use
early 2014 in conjunction with East Frederick Rising
development while preserving and enhancing the
and The City of Frederick. The study analyzed the enhistoric resources that provide Frederick with so
tire east side but specifically identified an area nearly
much of its character. Below is a list of some of those identical to the current study area as being the most
reports along with a brief synopsis. Links to their
logical and feasible in which to concentrate new and
studies can be found in the Appendix.
redevelopment efforts. Extending the downtown
street grid, continuing to take advantage of Carroll
Carroll Creek Park – Master Plan and Implementation
Creek as a lure for new development and promoting
Strategy
mixed use activity in the East Street corridor were
This plan first produced in 1991 and since updated,
principle components of the report.
laid the groundwork for Carroll Creek Linear Park.
The park was first and foremost a project for flood
Destination: Carroll Creek Linear Park – Washington ULI
control in the downtown but through design of pub- Regional Land Use Leadership Institute, Mini Technical
lic spaces and amenities, has encouraged hundreds
Assistance Panel
of millions of dollars in public investment in the form This report, from early Summer 2014 specifically foof new buildings and businesses along the creek.
cused on an area along Carroll Creek roughly located
Work continues on extending the park eastward into between Carroll and East Patrick Streets. Highlights
the East Frederick area.
of the recommendations include emphasizing mixed
Produced in 2002 in response to the anticipated
opening of the new East Street interchange with
Interstate 70, this report focused on a 40 acre area
from the Interstate to the East Street/Patrick Street
intersection. Developing urban design guidelines,
identifying parking strategies and consolidating lots
for development proposals were some of the major
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Partnership for Action Learning in Sustainability (PALS)

This program from the National Center for Smart Growth and
the University of Maryland is
a multi-disciplinary effort that
involves students from several
different academic fields and
focuses on local issues. Several
classes during the 2014-2105
school year concentrated on sites
and projects in the study area. As with other studies,
the general consensus was to focus on residential
development along the East Street corridor. Other
suggestions included urban farming, tourism, smallscale retail activities, and other unqiue offerings that
would serve the increasing residential population
in this area without competing with the existing
downtown. Classes and reports also focused on an
industrial land inventory and a review and suggested redesign of East Street that would result in a more
“complete street” that is sensitive to all users. A link
to all of these reports may be found at www.cityoffrederick.com.
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SECTION 3: FUTURE VIEW
commercial uses can and do exist side by side with
residential uses and thrive. Examples include Morningstar Foods and Potomac Edison Companies.

“Truly an area ripe for creating an urban neighborhood that is economically, socially, and environmentally sustainable.”

Development of the Plan
The East Street Corridor Plan is intended to provide
a vision of how this area will continue to develop
and redevelop over the next several years and beyond. Numerous studies in the past have focused
on various portions of the study area. This Plan has
attempted to coalesce the best of those reports
and couple them with the public input received
during the planning process to develop a specific
roadmap for the future of the corridor. East Street,
although in certain areas lacking aesthetic quality, is
a viable economic corridor and it is imperative that
any recommendations promote and enhance existing businesses as a priority of the Plan. New and
redevelopment will occur but it must not be at the
detriment of existing, long-time businesses. Existing businesses should be encouraged to improve
and update their buildings and facilities in order to
provide a cohesive appearance of the corridor which
will help attract additional investment. Conversely,
new development should be designed in a manner
that is mindful of the existing users so that they may
co-exist with relatively little conflict. Over time, land
values may rise to the point where some existing users may find more value in selling their property for
redevelopment and relocating their businesses; but
that is a condition that the market should determine.

Any plan must be realistic in its approach in order
to have credibility. It is critical that businesses and
property owners, residents and the general public
“buy in” to the vision. Without a community that
believes in the vision implementation will be difficult
to achieve. Fortuitously, there are many interested
parties as evidenced by their participation in surveys
and public meetings. It is also fortunate that two organizations contain all or part of the corridor within
their boundaries. East Frederick Rising includes all of
the study area and Downtown Frederick Partnership
provides overlap along much of East Street. Having
two groups with an engaged membership take a
vital role in the development and implementation
of this Plan by advocating for its success, providing
influence and leadership during development projects and even obtaining and administering funds for
programs such as facade improvements is critical to
the success of the Plan.
The Plan is hopefully a simple document that can be
used as a resource by those seeking to invest and
re-invest in the corridor. While recommendations
can be specific that reflect the principles that guide
the Plan, it must be noted that any suggestions for a
specific land use or style of structure are simply that,
suggestions of ideas and concepts that should be
considered when development occurs. It is far more
important to focus on the design and function of

It is important to understand that changes in the
corridor will not occur overnight but rather parcel
by parcel. The aim of this Plan is to identify certain
design criteria and public improvements that will
facilitate cohesive new development that reflects the
seven principles of the Plan and ensures compatibility between existing and new development. The
East Street Corridor will continue to evolve as the
continued success and desirability of the downtown
increases. More people will want to live closer to this
urban hub and naturally new business will follow in
order to provide goods and services to residents and
visitors alike. The patterns of development in Downtown Frederick demonstrate that industrial and
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new and redevelopment as opposed to specific uses.
Market demands are ever changing and flexibility
should be the hallmark of a successful plan. Much of
the corridor’s future land use is identified as Mixed
Use and this Plan encourages that vision. Land uses
of varying types and intensities can often complement one another provided that good design principles are followed and that is the aim of the recommendations.
A tenet of the Golden Mile Small Area Plan and all
future plans, and one that should be continued
during any development project, is the goal of creating a sense of place as an integral component of the
recommendations in this document. While certain
parts of the corridor are industrial in nature and
probably will be for quite some time, it is still possible to design for development that is at the pedestrian scale and provides a feeling of completeness.
The proximity to a very walkable, vibrant downtown
can only help encourage this mission. The logical
extension of the downtown grid to the East and the
new and planned residential neighborhoods in the
area provide the right mixture of ingredients for
establishing a sense of place. This can be done by
providing safe and reliable pedestrian opportunities,
creating public gathering spots and hosting events,
showcasing the area’s history by displaying artwork
or interpretative exhibits and encouraging unique
and local vernacular architecture instead of typical
prototype or corporate designs. In its simplest definition, sense of place is a feeling of comfort and familiarity with a location. Ultimately a sense of place
will be established by people, events and experiences. Good design and development standards can lay
the foundation for this goal.

Overview of Segments
For planning purposes, the corridor has been divided into three segments. These divisions are based
upon existing land use and development patterns,
proximity to other users or features, current roadway
design and existing public infrastructure.

Segment 1

Segment 1 features the portion of East Street that is
the widest and most complete but there is no established streetscape until the intersection with South
Street. This section is the southernmost portion

Figure 3-1: ESCAP Segment Map

of the study area and includes East Street from its
intersection with Monocacy Boulevard northward
to the Patrick Street intersection. Significant new
development has occurred since the creation of the
new I-70 interchange. More public investment has
occurred in this segment than any other including
the new administrative offices for Frederick County
Public Schools, the All Saints Street Parking Deck, a
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portion of Carroll Creek Linear Park and the transit
center including the MARC Station. This segment
also includes the Brick Works property, the largest
undeveloped parcel in the study area.

Segment 2

The middle section of the planning area runs from E.
Patrick Street to East 5th Street and also the areas to
the East including East Church Street and Pine Avenue. Most of the residential development is located
in Section 2 that maintains the fabric of Frederick’s
downtown streetscape. Everedy Square & Shab Row
are located here and attract substantial numbers
of pedestrians and motorists to these shopping
opportunities. This area also features several larger
properties that could be excellent redevelopment
sites including the current U.S. Post Office location.
Structures built close to the street representing a
more urban feel are a predominant attribute in much
of this section. The largest existing concentration
of residential development in the study area is also
located in this segment.

Segment 3

The final segment represents the northern third
of the corridor from East 5th Street to Peters Lane.
For the most part this segment is characterized by
development that has an automobile focus in its
design due to several older commercial areas with
large parking lots resulting in limited pedestrian
amenities. Many structures are set back far from the
roadway, in several instances sidewalks are non-existent and many structures are one story. This area
provides redevelopment potential both by encouraging adaptive reuse in large industrial buildings
and in aging commercial centers and buildings.
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The Vision

Figure 3-2: Rendering from South Creek
PALS Project

Figure 3-3: Rendering from South Creek
PALS Project

The East Street Corridor of the future will be an
extension of the downtown and the existing street
network. It will feature several safe modes of transportation, an attractive streetscape, public spaces
for events and activities, a mixture of businesses
that cater to both the vibrant neighborhood and
the greater Frederick region. These goals have been
conceptualized in many of the PALS program projects as shown in Figure 3-2, Figure 3-3, & Figure 3-4.
The seven principles identified in Section 1: Introduction will play a vital role in guiding new and redevelopment in the future of the corridor. As new construction or redevelopment projects are submitted
to the City, these principles will be utilized by planning Staff during project review to ensure proposed
site design is meeting the intent of this Plan.

Figure 3-4: Rendering From Reimagining
East Street PALS Project

Many of the challenges of the East Street Corridor
can also be considered potential assets. Underutilized industrial and commercial buildings provide
the opportunity for redevelopment and adaptive
reuse. The extension of East Street to Interstate 70
provides the opportunity to “set the tone” by creating a gateway and announcing that visitors have
arrived at a special place.
While walkability exists in Sections 1 & 2, there are
substantial enhancements necessary to improve the
pedestrian environment. Walkability in Section 3 is
inadequate and must be corrected in order to fully
encourage people to explore the area on foot. The
map in Figure 3-5 illustrates how almost the entire
study area is a 20 minute walk (roughly one mile) or
less from the center of the downtown and the rest of
the corridor.

Figure 3-5: Walkability Diagram of Downtown Frederick
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Figure 3-6: Complete Streets Coalition

Figure 3-7: Proposed Shared Use Path Plan Amendment

Complete Streets
Implementing the Complete Streets Policy within the East Street Corridor has been an ongoing goal of the
City that is supported by many public organizations. As mentioned in Section II: Existing Conditions, one of
the City’s Shared Use Paths is located along East Street. The first phase has already been constructed, which
includes “sharrows” within the East Street ROW from the MARC Train Station to E 5th Street. The City received
funding from the State Highway Administration’s Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) in 2016 to
construct the second phase of the Shared Use Path that stretches from E 5th Street to N Market Street. This
portion will involve paving a 10 foot wide path over the abandoned rail line ROW that is located along East
Street, providing a dedicated path for pedestrians and bicyclists. This phase will also provide a new trailhead
to the Monocacy Gateway Park and direct access to the existing Bike Pump Track.
Due to the recent development within East Fredrick, but outside of ESCAP study area, there is an opportunity to extend the Monocacy Boulevard Shared Use Path from the current end point at E Patrick, to continue
along Monocacy Boulevard and East Street to make an ultimate connection to the East Street Shared Use
Path at the MARC Train Station. An alternative alignment could utilize the abandoned railroad right of way
that traverses multiple parcels on South Street to B&O Avenue and the MARC Station. Currently there are no
sidewalks along this portion of Monocacy Boulevard so not only would this extension fill a much needed
void, it would also provide an ideal connection of the City wide trail system. This opportunity was presented to the Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee in June of 2017 and this Plan supports amending the
Shared Use Path Plan to reflect this extension.

Figure 3-8: Proposed East Street Shared Use Path Trailhead at
Monocacy Park
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Figure 3-10: Recommendation Map for Segment 1

Opportunity Sites
The recommendations contained in this section are
defined into three groups: infrastructure improvements, site development opportunities and gateway
opportunities. Some of these recommendations,
most notably infrastructure improvements and gateway opportunities, can and should be implemented
by the City of Frederick. More information regarding
responsibilities and timeframes are contained in
Section 4: Implementing the Vision

Segment 1
Roundabout Gateway opportunity: Both the
intersection of Monocacy Boulevard at East
Street and the roundabout presents an excellent opportunity to provide additional monumentation or other improvements that clearly identify the
area as a major gateway to the East Street Corridor
and Downtown Frederick. This could be accomplished with additional signage, public art, landscaping or any other combination. There is a stub at the
eastern edge of the roundabout identifying a future
1

roadway through the Brick Works property. It is envisioned this street will extend to South Street opposite Hamilton Avenue, although the exact alignment
has not been determined.
East Street Pedestrian Improvements:
Interstate 70 presents a significant physical
and mental barrier between Frederick and points
south, particularly for those on foot. In order to combat that obstacle, construction of the new interchange included accommodations for pedestrians
in the form of sidewalks and signalized crosswalks.
While the sidewalks are in place, streetlights are not
evident along the portion of East Street between
Monocacy Boulevard and South Street. Pedestrian
scale lighting should be installed as both a safety
measure and to encourage more users. Extension of
the shared use path system to the MARC train station
would provide a more appropriate balance between
the vehicle and pedestrian environment.
2

Additionally, creative intersection improvements
should be considered to highlight the entrance to
East Street as an artistic, unqiue area of the City.
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3 Brick Works Redevelopment: The Brick Works
property is the largest primarily undeveloped
tract in the entire study area. This site encompasses
approximately 56 acres and was recently rezoned to
a Mixed Use designation at the request of the owner. Because East Street is now a major entrance to
the historic downtown, development on this property should be cognizant of the urban form already
existing in the area and build upon that theme. This
site is within easy walking distance of downtown
and its amenities as well as excellent access to the
interstate and is an attractive location for new residents. Design of this site should include utilization
of a street grid with appropriate connectivity to the
existing streets to be integrated into the ESCAP as
opposed to a stand alone development. Non residential uses should be oriented towards East Street,
Monocacy Boulevard and/or South Street to create a
streetscape and walkable environment for residents
to the downtown, and utilize structured parking as
opposed to surface parking. The site should include
a mixture of housing types and uses that are reflective of a transit oriented design and Complete Street
& CPTED principles.
When developed, the site improvements should include the construction of the shared use path along
the frontage of Monocacy and East Street or the
alternative route along the existing rail bed.
This property abuts several industrial users and the
site plan should be designed to minimize conflicts
between uses. As stated previously, redevelopment
may increase the value of current industrial land and
spur the sale of property and relocation of businesses but that will be a function of market demand and
not by a specific policy of the City. In the interim,
new development should be cognizant of the needs
of existing industrial users and plan their projects
not only in a manner that minimizes conflict but also
plans for future connections to those properties.
East St. between Carroll Creek Linear Park and
East Patrick St. Gateway and Improvement
Opportunity: This stretch of East Street is a
natural gateway, as the bridge crossing the Carroll
Creek towards East Patrick Street leads into the
existing urban fabric of the corridor. There is opportunity to capitalize on this natural gateway through
additional development and/or simple enhancements. Currently those travelling along the Carroll
4

Creek path system must activate pedestrian signals
in order to cross East Street. The Park’s original plans
called for the Carroll Creek path to cross under East
Street, much like it does at Carroll Street, however
the ultimate build out resulted in an at-grade crossing. Compared to other at-grade crossings in Carroll
Creek Linear Park, this is by far the largest street
crossing and least pedestrian friendly. A simple
improvement would be to relocate the traffic light to
allow pedestrians to cross over the entire roadway
rather than their individual paths. A more extensive
improvement would be to utilize the Complete
Streets policies and conduct a road diet to reduce
the amount of travel lanes on East Street, and perhaps introduce on street parking.
Two parking lots bound the southern edge of the
East Street and East Patrick Street intersection. Infill
development in these locations is already encouraged by the Carroll Creek Overlay District, however
no development has been pursued as of yet. At a
minimum, the installation of features such as planters, pedestrian scale lighting, public art or ornamental walls would improve the pedestrian environment
and better identify the intersection as a prominent
entryway to downtown. If redevelopment of these
parcels is not feasible due to their size and other site
constraints the City should consider acquiring these
lands as part of a streetscape improvement project
which could also serve the additional purpose of
providing more access to Carroll Creek from Patrick
Street. Finally, it has been suggested that acquiring
land at the southeast quadrant of the intersection
may be necessary to install a dedicated right turn
lane to eastbound Patrick Street. Currently northbound traffic on East Street queues significantly
and a lane separating right turns could enable more
automobiles to pass through the intersection during
each signal cycle.
East Patrick Street and Carroll Creek Linear
Park Gateway and Improvement Opportunity:
Through the recent development of the Carroll Creek Park, a portion of land that fronts both the
Creek and East Patrick Street was left undeveloped
other than a few tree replantings and a paved path
to East Patrick Street. This space could be enhanced
and activated with a sign welcoming visitors to the
City’s East Street and Carroll Creek Park or perhaps
some other passive furniture or feature.
5
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Segment 2
Everedy Square & Shab Row, a cluster of restored
19th century buildings, are home to many specialty
shops, restaurants and other retail users that anchor
much of the first two block of East Street north of
Patrick Street. While a narrow public right of way
restricts expansion of sidewalks and bike lanes, this
area represents the most intact urban streetscape
along the corridor. While sites within this Segment
are reviewed for redevelopment, frontage improvements should be considered that may dedicate
additional ROW to improve exiting pedestrian and
bicycle facilities. The United States Post Office, located on the northwest corner of East Patrick Street and
East Street, features a facility that fronts East Patrick
Street while the loading area and large parking lot
fronts East Street, only being separated from the
sidewalk by a chain link fence with brick piers. The
current state of this underutilized parking lot is
E. 9th St.
aesthetically compounded by poorly placed signage
along the adjacent undersized sidewalks which creates an unwelcoming pedestrian environment.

6 Post Office Site Development Opportunity:
Downtown Frederick Partnership, East Frederick
Rising, and the City’s Planning Division & Economic
Development Department jointly funded a study by
Mahan Rykiel Associates to analyze the Post Office
site operations, and conduct a charrette and/or other public input opportunities to comment on future
uses on the site. This process was completed in January 2017 and images from the report are included
in this Plan to illustrate redevelopment concepts that
are possible on this site. The study contemplated the
relocation of Post office operations, with the exception of the retail component, and redevelopment
that better utilizes the large space both vertically
and horizontally and increasing first floor uses. Redevelopment of this site would allow an opportunity
for dedication of additional area to the existing ROW
to improve the pedestrian experience. The study
area includes the employee parking lot to the south
of E. Patrick Street which could provide a major pedestrian route to Carroll Creek Linear Park. A link to
the full study is available in the Appendix.
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Figure 3-11: Recommendation Map for Segment 2
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7 Potomac Edison Site Development Opportunity:
The Potomac Edison site on East Patrick Street is
very attractive for redevelopment due to its location
and size. The 6.6 acre property has significant redevelopment potential; however there are numerous
hurdles that will make such an endeavor difficult.
Potomac Edison has indicated that potential investors and developers have expressed interest in this
site. As a public utility, operations would need to be
relocated to a new site that would maintain service
needs. There are financial constraints as well that
limit the amount of money Potomac Edison could
receive or spend when selling or acquiring property. Despite these challenges, this site still maintains
much potential and further dialogue between the
City and Potomac Edison about how to possibly
redevelopment this site should be continued. If this
site were to be redeveloped in the future, opportunity exists to extend Pine Avenue through the site
to East Patrick Street. While the current zoning of
the property is M-1 (Light Industrial), high density
residential would be ideal for a site of this size and
location.

to proactively rezone these properties to lessen any
potential obstacles to homeowners and therefore
help stabilize the neighborhood. There are several larger properties in this superblock that may be
redeveloped over time into additional residential
or non-residential uses that better complement the
neighborhood. Regulations should be in place to
encourage this kind of adaptive reuse.

8 Church Street Site Development Opportunities:
This portion of Church Street offers residents
convenient pedestrian access to retail shops at
Everedy Square & Shab Row, and the downtown,
and quick access to transit options such as the MARC
station and Interstate 70. Two parcels are ripe for redevelopment. The approximately half acre triangular
shaped parcel at the intersection of Church and E. 2nd
Streets is currently vacant and has the potential to
be an infill residential site or can be simply improved
into a pocket park. The historical significance of the
Ox-Fibre building located at 400 E Church Street was
described in Section II, Existing Conditions. Currently Goodwill uses a portion of the building for operations and sales, however this building has the potential to be rehabilitated for full use as residential and
retail. It should be noted that the Goodwill property
backs up to the Potomic Edison Company’s property,
which further supports the development potential
for both properties.

This portion of the corridor is also home to many automobile related businesses including sales, repair,
and salvage. While this Plan makes many recommendations for enhancing and creating new transportation alternatives to vehicular travel, it repeatedly recognizes the importance of these businesses
continued success, and the demand for the services
they provide will not diminish in the near future.
Therefore, it may be appropriate to recognize this
heavily auto-industry influenced area and market it
as such. As stated previously, over time land values
may rise to the point that certain businesses seek to
benefit from that increase by selling the property
and relocating but in the interim to appreciate this
agglomeration and its value to the City.

The “superblock” area that is bounded by Church
Street, East Street, E. 5th Street and Pine Avenue
features a mixture of commercial, residential and
industrial uses and zoning. Many of the residential
properties are zoned M-1 (Light Industrial) and are
therefore non-conforming uses. It would be prudent
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Figure 3-12: Recommendation Map for Segment 3

Segment 3
East St.

Road Infrastructure Grid Extension: Several
roadway connections and improvements
are proposed within this segment of the corridor.
Policy TE 12.3 of the Comprehensive Plan states that
preservation of the historic grid can be implemented
by continuing the downtown street grid system to
East Church Street/Gas House Pike. The proposed
2030 Road System Classification of the Comprehensive Plan identifies two urban collector connections
within the ESCAP: E. 7th Street extending from East
Street to Gas House Pike, and Pine Avenue extending
from E. 5th Street to E. 7th Street. This Plan supports
that grid extension by recommending an additional local street extension, E. 5th Street Pine Avenue
to Gas House Pike. Extension of this street grid will
9

Ea
st
ultimately
help reduce congestion on East Street and
Pa
tric
enhance
connectivitiy.
The connection with Church
kS
t.
Street has already been made as a part of the East
Church development project. The Comprehensive
Plan does not address how these road extensions
will impact existing development within the path,
and consideration should be given during future
development projects to preserve existing development. One general recommendation is to reserve
right of way as part of the development review process of any parcels within this general vicinity.

Figure 3-13 reflects how additional connectivity reduces the demand for travel lanes and reaffirms the
Comprehensive Plan policies to extend the downtown grid eastward.
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Figure 3-13: Diagram of connectivity

Infill Development Opportunity: Over time, these
proposed street connections will spur redevelopment opportunities because of the potential for
increased land values. For example, Dairy Maid’s 11
acre property fronting East Street coupled with the
24 acre parcel to the rear owned by Frederick Memorial Hospital could be enough land area to hold the
largest infill development within Frederick. Other
smaller non-residential abutting properties could
also be part of this larger assemblage.
The remaining portion of the corridor and Segment
3 is primarily a mixture of older industrial buildings
and later 20th century commercial development.
Many of the industrial buildings have been divided
into sections for multiple tenants over the years. The
term “industrial” has evolved over time from a connotation of “dirty” and “undesirable” to one that can
mean a “clean” operation that does not impact surrounding properties, including residential. Given the
changing nature of industrial uses, and the difficulty
in finding users for buildings for the purpose they
were originally intended, it is important to create
regulations that allow for other uses in these locations. For example, many of these larger buildings
could be converted into studio apartments, artist
space or even spaces for “pop-up shops” or other
start-up type businesses.
Complete Pedestrian Infrastructure: As
discussed in Section II: Existing Conditions,
sidewalks within the corridor are often undersized
or non-existent. There are four blocks between E.
5th Street and E. 9th Street completely devoid of
sidewalks, lighting, and street furniture. In some
instances parking is oriented in such a way that
autos encroach into existing sidewalk and into areas
where sidewalks should exist. Two recent actions by
the City will further support the necessary sidewalk
improvements; the City’s adoption of a Complete
Streets policy and federal approval of funding for
10

completion of the Rails with Trails (Shared Use Path)
project. The future Shared Use Path will be located
on the east side of the corridor and will enhance
existing pedestrian and bicylist infrastructure and
install paths where missing. Significant pedestrian
infrastructure improvements are also necessary on
the west side of the street, and will likely require a
piecemeal approach to completing the sidewalk
system as redevelopment occurs. In the interim,
this Plan recommends the installation of temporary
solutions that could enhance the pedestrian’s experience and safety in the northern section of the
corridor. This includes designating a pedestrian lane
with stripe painting or different paving materials and
placing planters to separate parking from pedestrian areas. This Plan also recommends a sidewalk and
crosswalk survey to be conducted throughout the
Corridor and utilize results to request funding in the
next CIP.
11 Monocacy Village Infill Development Opportunity: The Monocacy Village Shopping Center is a
typical strip mall style development with parking in
the front, but is further setback from East Street due
to another roadway that formerly was part of the
railroad ROW. This street serves no direct purpose
to the surrounding area and should be closed. As a
result, new opportunity for greenspace and a public gathering spot along the future shared use path
would exist. Alternatively, the land could added to
the holdings of the shopping center to encourage
the development of additional structures and establish a more urban streetscape.
Monocacy Village Park Gateway: The Monocacy Village Park marks the endpoint of the
corridor study area. Moreover, it marks the
entry of the Corridor for those travelling south on
East Street, and as such could be a major gateway
opportunity. The park is a relatively underrated
amenity along East Street because it is difficult to
ascertain from the street that it is almost 11 acres in
size and contains several playing fields, courts, picnic
and pavilion areas, and walking and biking paths.
Opportunity exists to create a monumental entrance
to the East Street Corridor that could also elevate
the park’s existence and encourage additional use.
“Figure 3-8: Proposed East Street Shared Use Path
Trailhead at Monocacy Park” on page 27 shows
the proposed trailhead from the Shared Use Path to
Monocacy Park.
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Summary
Many of the suggestions in this Plan are not new.
The East Street Corridor has been studied and analyzed many times over the past 30 plus years. The
previous plans are all included as Appendices to the
East Street Corridor Small Area Plan because so many
of their recommendations are still relevant today
and by associating them with this Plan can be referenced for future development considerations. The
oft repeated mantra in this Plan is that change will
not happen in the corridor overnight is a thought
that must be kept in mind. Change will occur in fits
and starts, by both small and large projects. But by
having a vision of what the corridor could be will
allow those projects to be viewed holistically as part
of a larger context and help the community achieve
the Plan’s goals.
That being said, the community input for this Plan
was incredibly helpful and helped sharpen the focus
for the recommendations. For example, public
comment from many participants often stressed the
need to develop this Plan with an eye on the future
but a foot firmly in the present. Simply put, this
meant to keep in mind the existing businesses that
contribute to the success of Frederick as a whole and
not establish rules and regulations that inhibit their
ability to conduct their business. This Plan hopefully
achieves that wish while also planning for the inevitable change that will come, as it always does.
This section used certain key sites, properties and
intersections to illustrate the vision but this Plan is
in no way limited by those examples. Many suggestions are to be considered throughout the corridor.
Street lighting at a pedestrian scale is one example.
Another is the use of different paving materials or
markings in order to help establish “place” in a particular area. This Plan is intended to inspire additional
imagination and creative thought within the development community and the business and residents
who call not just the corridor but Frederick itself
home.
East Street is the next logical extension of the downtown grid. Downtown is where many people want
to be and where many people say they want to visit
when they come to Frederick. This Plan is for all of
those people.
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SECTION 4: IMPLEMENTATION
“If redeveloped properly, and with careful vision, has the potential of be a modern extension of
Downtown Frederick.”

Goals, Policies, and Implementation
All of the concepts, ideas and goals in this Plan possess very little value unless there is a mechanism in
place to encourage their implementation. This section provides a framework of how to realize the goals
of the Plan. There are several different components
to implementing this Plan. Regulatory controls, such
as zoning, subdivision requirements and other codes
are an important part of achieving success and usually the most visible. A regulatory environment that
is transparent and not viewed as overly burdensome
can become an incentive for investors and developers. It is recommended that applicable controls
be updated within six (6) months of adoption of the
East Street Corridor Small Area Plan. Other policy
plans such as the Capital Improvement Program
(CIP), parks plans, transportation plans and water
and sewer plans among others are all ongoing tools
for achieving goals.
An overarching recommendation of this Plan is a
regulatory, rather than a physical improvement.
The creation of an overlay district for the East Street
Corridor Small Area Plan is the first key step in transforming policies of this Plan into regulations that
enable and encourage development described
herein. It should be permissive whenever possible,
and instead of limiting development and nonconforming operations as current zoning may do, rather
allow nonconforming operations to transition into
business not currently in place. If infill development
is truly a priority of the City, then the establishment
of an East Street Corridor Infill Overlay is the next key
step. This overlay should allow multiple uses on a
site, put the burden to mitigate adverse impacts on
new development and not existing business, establish simple but consistent development standards,
and create other incentives to further spur investment. These incentives should not be limited solely
to tax credits or enhanced marketing efforts by the
City, but rather ease certain development requirements. This could be waiving certain Adequate
Public Facilities Ordinance requirements if specified types of projects and investment is educing or
eliminating utility charges and other fees. This will

require further discussion and commitment but the
Comprehensive Plan policies state infill development
is a top priority and should be encouraged in every
way.
Public outreach and education is crucial to the success of any plan. In one manner, implementation is
often one of the first steps of a plan. If the drafters
have not asked for and listened to what the community and stakeholders want then the plan may not
reflect those desires and it will be difficult to obtain
the public support that is critical to a viable plan.
Related to this step is the relationship with active
citizen, civic and business groups and organizations.
These groups are often vested in the area through
business location, residence or investment. Obtaining their support through their input and actions can
be an important link in tying the plan to reality and
convincing the rest of the community to “buy in” to
the vision. Finally, intra and intergovernmental coordination is required to implement the plan. Discussions with other agencies, departments and other
local governments will ensure that all are aware of
the plan and that it will be considered during any
decision making.

Monitoring
It is important to periodically take stock of the Plan
and what has been accomplished as well as what
remains to be done to determine if suggested
timeframes continue to be reasonable and achievable. Revisions and amendments to the Plan may be
necessary from time to time as the implementation
results are analyzed and new information is received.
Each year the Planning Division produces an Annual
Report that is required by the Maryland Department
of Planning and is also provided to the Mayor and
Board of Aldermen and the Planning Commission.
This report is available by June 30th of each year and
highlights the actions of the previous calendar year.
A section of the Annual Report will include a summation of the goals of the Plan and the implementation
actions taken during the prior year.
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Implementation Matrix

Plan Principles

The Implementation Matrix below identifies the
goals, policies and implementation actions that are
necessary to achieve the vision. The matrix identifies the responsible parties and provides a realistic
timeframe as to when the implementation will be
achieved as well as identifying which principles are
being satisfied.

walkable

attractive

complete

The Plan is organized into the following timeframes:

vibrant

connected

sustainable

safe

Short Term (6 months -3 years): These goals are intended to allow for the adoption of new regulatory controls, allocation of funds by the City and other groups to begin physical improvements or begin study and
design of large projects as part of the CIP and provide education and establish relationships with all stakeholders.
Moderate (3 – 10 years): This timeframe will allow for The City of Frederick, State and Federal Agencies and
groups such as East Frederick Rising and the Downton Frederick Partnership to identify projects and allocate
funds to achieve the goals specified within this time period.
Long Term (10+ years): To allow for The City of Frederick, State and Federal Agencies and groups such as East
Frederick Rising and the Downtown Frederick Partnership to identify projects and allocate funds to achieve
the goals specified within this time period. Long term goals typically require a series of actions by multiple
agencies to be completed prior to the goal coming to fruition.
Ongoing: Goals will be monitored by The City of Frederick and the various community partners to make
sure that the vision remains constant although updating may be necessary from time to time. Feedback and
criticisms will be solicited in an effort to make sure that the prioritization of goals is consistent with the Plan
and proper resources are available.

Goals, Policies, and Implementation

Plan Principles

Overarching Implementation: Develop East
Street Overlay District that would permit uses
throughout the Corridor rather than specific
base zones, including uses for residential,
commercial and industrial. The East Street
Overlay should also include a pattern book
and/or design standards for redevelopment
that encourages orienting structures towards
the street with minimal setbacks and enhancing connectivity.

Timing

Responsibility

Short Term

Planning, East Frederick
Rising, Downtown Frederick Partnership

Goal 1: Commit to the success of long-time nonresidential users
Policy 1 Ensure that the regulatory process

is as simple and predictable as possible for
existing businesses, especially those desiring
to expand
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Goals, Policies, and Implementation

Plan Principles

Timing

Responsibility

Short Term

Planning, Economic
Development

Ongoing

East Frederick Rising,
Planning, NAC’s
Planning

Policy 2 Support private investment through

education and assistance in filing for grant
funded programs (i.e. historic district tax
credits, facade improvements, green technologies.)
Implementation:
2.1) Establish an Industrial User Group that
will consult with the City to determine what
impediments exist to these uses and to ensure that an adequate inventory of land for
these uses is maintained.
2.2) Hold semi-annual stakeholder meetings
and appoint a staff liaison.
2.3) Ensure that an overlay zone does not inhibit the expansion of existing industrial uses
or other land uses. Ensure site design minimizes potential adverse impacts between
varying land uses.
Policy 3 Establish a marketing effort for business in the corridor, particularly those that
are linked by use
Implementation
3.1) Utilize City Wayfinding policy to brand
East Street Rails with Trails project.
3.2) Provide corridor or place identification
in the form of banners/signage as part of a
“branding effort.”

Short Term

Short Term

Downtown Frederick
Partnership

Short Term

East Frederick Rising,
Downtown Frederick
Partnership

Goal 2: Create an identifiable neighborhood/corridor environment and provide customer experience opportunities for existing and new nonresidential users
Policy 1 Support the design and construction of gateway projects in the locations
recommended in Section III.
a. North East Street at Market Street (north of
the study area)
b. South East Street at Monocacy Boulevard
and the roundabout
c. East Patrick Street at Carroll Creek Linear
Park
d. East Street at Carroll Creek Linear Park
Policy 2 Develop standardized and thematic
infrastructure such as street lights, public signage, fire hydrants, utility poles, stop lights,
benches, and bus stops, etc that utilize the
same styles and colors
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Goals, Policies, and Implementation

Plan Principles

Timing

Responsibility

Implementation
2.1) Collaborate with the Design Committee
of Downtown Frederick Partnership, East
Frederick Rising, and City of Frederick Public
Works to identify thematic infrastructure for
ESCAP
Policy 3 Beautify City-owned ROW’s through
the corridor’s prioritization in the City’s street
tree planting program

Short Term

Planning, Public Works,
Downtown Frederick
Partnership, East Frederick Rising

Implementation
3.1) Complete a master planting schedule
identifying locations and appropriate planting materials
Policy 4 Encourage the use of modern building materials in areas of the corridor outside
of the historic district while complementing
the historic nature of the area
Policy 5 Promote and continue to administer
the facade improvement program

Moderate
Term

Planning, Public Works

Goal 3: Transform East Street to a complete street for all users to influence business draw
Policy 1 Support projects that address design and operational deficiencies along East
Street by utilizing the formerly adopted Complete Streets policy.

Policy 2 Reduce/limit expanses of open

section roadway in conjunction with existing
users and property owners.

Implementation
2.1) Complete road diet projects to reduce
ROW width and accommodate pedestrian
activity and crossings, particularly north of
4th Street and between East Patrick and East
South Street.
2.2) Undertake a sidewalk and crosswalk survey to specifically map missing segments and
segments in poor condition. Include roadway
connections and improvements identified in
CIP and specify funding sources.
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Moderate
Term

Planning, Engineering,
Public Works

Short Term

Planning, Engineering,
BPAC
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Goals, Policies, and Implementation

Plan Principles

2.3) During site plan review for redevelopment sites, review projects for potential
ROW dedication, particularly for sites located
within constrained portions of the East Street
Corridor and areas noted within Sidewalk
and Crosswalk Survey (Goal 3, Implementation 2.4) to improve bicycle/pedestrian
facilities.
2.4) Route development projects within the
ESCAP to TransIT of Frederick County for
review
2.5) Work with TransIt to identify areas where
bus ridership is heaviest and where shelters
should be located and seek developer contributions and grants to establish a funding
source
2.6) Apply for grants to fund pedestrian safetey improvements
Policy 3 Minimize the visual impact of utilities to the greatest extent possible
Implementation
3.1) In consultation with utility companies,
revise the LMC to require above grade
utilities to be retrofitted and placed underground during site plan review process. If
undergrounding of utilities is not feasible,
screening shall be required.
3.2) Add undergrounding of public utilities
along East Street to the City’s Capital Improvements Program.
Policy 4 Support opportunities for public
art as screening for utility building facades,
substation fences and utility boxes, etc.

Timing

Responsibility

Ongoing

Planning, Engineering

Ongoing

Planning

Moderate
Term

Planning, County TransIT

Ongoing

Planning

Short Term

Planning, Engineering

Short Term

Planning, Engineering,
Public Works

Policy 5 Explore the creation of publicly

maintained regional stormwater management facilities to promote and allow for more
compact development.
Policy 6 Support efforts and grant applications for funding of a Downtown Circulator
that would include service to at least part of
the East Street Corridor.
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Goals, Policies, and Implementation

Plan Principles

Timing

Responsibility

Short Term

Planning

Short Term

Planning

Short Term

Planning

Ongoing

Planning

Goal 4: Create attractive environment for high density residential development
Policy 1 Allow for gradual numbers of residential units based on adequate facility
testing. Residential development will create
demand for related service-based non-residential uses. (i.e. retail and food service
establishments, education and recreational
uses.)
Implementation
1.1) Revise Zoning Map through the overlay zone to designate ESCAP as mixed-use
zoning to allow properties to transform over
time based upon market demand.
Policy 2 Provide appropriate design transitions for new development by recognizing
the established industrial development patterns in the corridor.
Policy 3 Promote residential unit bonuses for
certain types of development (multiple use
parcels)
Policy 4 Encourage residential development
projects both inside and outside of the Historic District Overlay to provide a variety of
dwelling types and architectural features that
reflect the industrial history of the corridor.
Policy 5 Proactively identify impediments for
projects within the corridor. Support applications that propose remediation and revitalization of dormant or potential brownfield
properties.
Implementation
5.1) Revise Land Management Code to
expand boundaries of Downtown Parking
provisions to include portions of East Street.
5.2) Revise Land Management Code to allow
staff level approval for reduction in parking
requirements for projects within ¼ of a public transit stop and to include provisions for
Electric Vehicle parking
5.3) Route project plans of potential brownfield sites to the Maryland Department of
Environment during pre-application process
to give head start to site plan review and
financing opportunities for cleanup.
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Goals, Policies, and Implementation

Plan Principles

Goal 5: Build upon established anchor uses and areas
Policy 1 Support the continued expan-

Timing

Responsibility

Short Term

Planning

Ongoing
Short Term

Planning
Planning, East Frederick
Rising

Short Term

Planning

Short Term

Planning, Downtown
Frederick Partnership,
East Frederick Rising

sion and development of institutional and
well-patronized commercial hubs.
a. Monocacy Village Park
b. YMCA
c. MARC Station
d. Everedy Square & Shab Row
e. Frederick Visitor Center
f. Frederick County Public Schools Administrative Office
g. Post Office Redevelopment
Policy 2 Create policies to encourage the
success of existing residential neighborhoods
Implementation
2.1) Amend zoning map so that existing residential uses are no longer nonconforming
2.2) Continue to support NACs within ESCAP
2.3) Dedicate a position on the Board of Directors of East Frederick Rising for a resident
of the ESCAP
Policy 3 Provide pedestrian and vehicular
links with other activity hubs outside of but
adjacent to the study area.
a. Fairgrounds
b. Carroll Creek Linear Park
c. Downtown
d. Airport
Policy 4 Activate pedestrian dead-zones.
a. Ensure that underutilized or vacant properties can host temporary public gatherings
b. Use public art as a means to keep the
corridor visually stimulating and foot traffic
moving
Implementation
4.1) Within the East Street Corridor Overlay
create regulations that permit the temporary
use of property for public events
4.2) Establish a threshold of development
that needs to either create or contribute to
public art projects within the corridor
Policy 5 Continue to support expansion of
MARC train service to include two way service during weekdays and weekend service
to and from Washington DC
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Goals, Policies, and Implementation

Plan Principles

Timing

Responsibility

Implementation
1.1) Within proposed East Street Corridor
Overlay, provide regulatory flexibility for
innovative development ideas that embody
the goals of the ESCAP.
Policy 2 Relax APFO requirements or provide expanded exemption thresholds for the
study area.

Short Term

Planning

Implementation
2.2) Work with appropriate City officials to
develop strategy to encourage redevelopment and assess fiscal impact of reduced
requirements.
Policy 3 Allow tax incentives to encourage
redevelopment and improvements of property within ESCAP
Implementation
3.1) Work with Economic Development to
create a tax credit program similar to the
Golden Mile Property Tax Credit

Moderate
Term

Economic Development,
Engineering, Planning

Short Term

Planning, Economic
Development

Goal 6: Promote differentiated and unique ideas that can provide a sense of place and destination
while encouraging new and expanded development within the corridor
Policy 1 Establish locational regulatory
requirements and allowances for East Street
Corridor.
a. Food Truck
b. Tiny house communities and small scale
Planned Neighborhood Developments.
c. Multi-use or mixed-use properties (portions of residential, retail, industrial)
d. Transit Oriented Design
e. Enhanced abilities for entertainment and
semi-public events.

Goal 7: Continue to support citizen based initiatives to improve the east side of Frederick and create opportunities for citizen representation in the area
Policy 1 Continue to fund in part and support East Frederick Rising with staff resources
and representation.
Implementation
1.1) Require annual EFR report to the Mayor
and Board

Short Term
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Goals, Policies, and Implementation

Plan Principles

Timing

Responsibility

Ongoing

Planning, Public Works,
East Frederick Rising

Short Term

Planning, East Frederick
Rising, Downtown Frederick Partnership

Ongoing

Planning, Parks & Recreation

Policy 2 Engage hesitant land and business
owners through alternative methods apart
from East Frederick Rising.
a. Tourism Council
b. Chamber of Commerce
c. Neighborhood Advisory Councils
d. Industrial User Group

Implementation
2.1) Regularly attend group meetings to
present information to the representative
communities and to learn about their issues
and concerns.
Policy 3 Appoint a location or locations that
will act as the East Street Corridor’s Community Center, where citizens can go to receive
latest information on new projects and
neighborhood developments.
Implementation
3.1) Work with other groups, businesses and
agencies to identify an adequate gathering
spot for the community.
3.2) Use Monocacy Village Park for City held
and sponsored events.
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APPENDIX
CPTED

NATURAL ACCESS CONTROL

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED) is a multi-disciplinary approach to deterring
criminal behavior through environmental design.
CPTED strategies rely on the ability to influence
offender decisions that precede criminal acts. These
influences are based on four strategies; natural surveillance, natural access control, territorial reinforcement, and maintenance.
 Natural surveillance occurs by designing the
placement of physical features, activities and
people in such a way as to maximize visibility
and foster positive social interaction among
legitimate users of private and public space.

 Limit access without completely disconnecting
the subdivision from adjacent subdivisions.
 Design streets to discourage cut through or highspeed traffic.
 Install paving treatments, plantings and architectural design features such as columned gateways
to guide visitors to desired entrances and away
from private areas.
 Install walkways in locations safe for pedestrians,
and keep them unobscured.
TERRITORIAL REINFORCEMENT

 Natural access control limits the opportunity
for crime by taking steps to clearly differentiate
between public space and private space. By
selectively placing entrances and exits, fencing,
lighting and landscape to limit access or control
flow, natural access control occurs.
 Territorial reinforcement promotes social control
through increased definition of space and improved proprietary concern. By using buildings,
fences, pavement, signs, lighting and landscape to express ownership and define public,
semi-public and private space, natural territorial
reinforcement occurs.
 Maintenance is an expression of ownership and
property. Deterioration indicates less control by
the intended users of a site and indicates a greater tolerance of disorder.

Neighborhoods

 Design lots, streets and homes to encourage
interaction between neighbors.
 Accentuate entrances with the subdivision name,
different paving materials, changes in street elevation and architectural and landscape design.
 Clearly identify homes with street address numbers that are a minimum of three inches high and
visible at night.
 Define property lines with post and pillar fencing, gates and plantings to direct pedestrian
traffic to only desired points of access.
MAINTENANCE
 Maintain all common areas to very high standards, including entrances, esplanades and rights
of ways.
 Enforce deed restrictions and covenants in addition to all city codes.

Institutions

NATURAL SURVEILLANCE

NATURAL SURVEILLANCE

 Avoid landscaping that might create blind spots
or hiding places.
 Centrally locate open green spaces and recreational areas, so that they are visible from nearby
homes and streets.
 Use pedestrian scale street lighting in high-pedestrian-traffic areas to help people recognize
potential threats at night.

 Avoid constructing large blank walls, which limit
visibility and can serve as targets for graffiti. Use
walls with windows, architectural details or foliage instead.
 Do not cover the entrance windows with posters,
announcements or other signage that obstructs
visibility.
NATURAL ACCESS CONTROL
 Highlight the main entrance in the design.
 Keep bus drop-off areas, employee parking and
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 Place all entrances under visual surveillance,
monitored electronically if necessary.

visitor parking separate from each other and
away from busy streets.
 Limit the number of entrances and exits, both to
the building and parking lots.
 Require that visitors pass through a “checkpoint”
attended by those in authority.
TERRITORIAL REINFORCEMENT
 Include highly visible, architecturally appropriate
signage in the design.
 Make sure to clearly mark the boundaries of the
property.
 Keep parking lot surfaces in good condition.
Clearly mark the parking spaces to convey a neat
and orderly image.
MAINTENANCE
 Use landscape plants that mature within the
available space and don’t obstruct light fixtures.
 Remove graffiti within 24 hours of its appearance.

 Place any pay telephones within clear view of
employees.
NATURAL ACCESS CONTROL
 Locate check-out counters at the front of the
store, clearly visible from the outside. When positioned near the main entrance, employees can
better watch activities.
 Clearly mark public paths. Make private areas
harder for nonemployees to access.
 Use signs to direct patrons to parking and entrances.
 Prevent easy access to the roof or fire escape
from the ground.
 Provide rear public access to shops if rear public
parking is offered.
TERRITORIAL REINFORCEMENT
 Mark property boundaries, where possible, with
hedges, low fences or gates.

MANAGEMENT
 Ensure that all employees and volunteers are
familiar with the security system to avoid false
alarms.

Commercial Store Fronts

 Make private areas distinguishable from public
areas.
 Identify shops with wall signs for those parking
in the rear.
 Install awnings above doors and windows.

NATURAL SURVEILLANCE

 Position parking areas to be clearly visible from
the building or street with neatly marked spaces.

 Install rear windows to face parking areas for
increased visibility.

MAINTENANCE

 Allow window signs to cover no more than 15
percent of window.
 Use interior shelving and displays no higher than
five feet; even less in front of windows.
 Fully illuminate the exterior of the building and
grounds at night.
 Design loading areas to avoid creating hiding
places for people and merchandise.
 Maintain clear visibility from the store to the
street, sidewalk, parking areas and passing vehicles.
 Design water retention areas to be visible from
a building or street. They should be visual amenities, neither hedged nor fenced, which could
conceal undesirable activities.

 Keep buildings and walkways clean and repaired.
 Maintain parking areas to a high standard without potholes or trash.
 Remove faded posters, broken signs and worn
displays.
 Keep plantings in good condition.
MANAGEMENT
 Set operating hours to coincide with those of
neighboring businesses.
 If public phones are available, use call-out types
only.
 Fully illuminate interior spaces.
 Avoid shifts and situations where only one employee is present.
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Commercial Uses with Drive-Thrus

Parking Garages/Structures

NATURAL SURVEILLANCE

NATURAL SURVEILLANCE
 Monitor all elevators with cameras and microphones, or use see-through materials for the car
walls.

• Locate ATMs to face main roads.
• Locate the ordering station for a restaurant
within sight of the interior and street.

 Replace solid barrier walls with stretched cable
railings for maximum visibility.

• Lighting should be especially good both at
the window or ATM and the queuing lane.

 Fully illuminate all parking areas and driving
lanes. Metal Halide lamps provide the best color
rendition.

• Avoid fencing, landscaping and walls that
might provide hiding places for criminals.

NATURAL ACCESS CONTROL

Shopping Malls

 Use attendants or cameras and sound monitors.
Indicate their presence with signs.

NATURAL SURVEILLANCE

 Position all pedestrian entrances next to vehicle
entrances.

 Position restroom entrances to be visible from
main pedestrian areas, but away from outside
exits and pay telephones.

 Construct stairwells to be visible, without solid
walls.

 Brightly illuminate parking areas at night.
 Avoid creating dead-end alleys or blind spots in
loading areas.

 Place elevators close to main entrances, with the
entire interiors in view when the elevator doors
are open.

 Design parking garages so that all levels, including staircases, are visible from the street or
ground floor.

 Do not install permanent stop buttons in elevators.

 Equip garages with high-quality lighting and
bright paint.

 Limit access to no more than two designated
and monitored entrances.
MAINTENANCE

 Use perpendicular parking in front of stores,
rather than parallel, to allow greater visibility
between cars.
 Place water retention areas in locations visible
from the building or street. They should be visual
amenities, not hedged or fenced, if possible.

 Keep all surfaces clean and light colored to
reflect light. Use white paint, if necessary, particularly if underground.
 Carefully maintain all lighting and surveillance
equipment.

 Avoid exterior walls devoid of windows.

MANAGEMENT

 Use baffle-type restroom entrances – no doors to
hinder surveil
 Design fences to maintain visibility from the
street.
 Differentiate exterior private areas from public
areas.
 Position security or reception areas at the main
entrance, if not at all entrances.

 Allow no unmonitored access to adjacent buildings without direct visual contact.
 Differentiate between public and private parking
spaces.
 Set hours of use to reflect those of local businesses, with secure closing during non-use hours.

Parks, Trails and Open Spaces
NATURAL SURVEILLANCE

MAINTENANCE
 Keep all exterior areas neat and clean.
 Maintain all plantings.

 • Locate parking lots, picnic areas and facilities
used at night near streets and other activity
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centers so they are easily observable by police
patrols and other park users. Cluster compatible
activities to avoid conflict and to increase social
observation.

clearly identify trail names, distances to facilities,
emergency phones, and the characteristics of
trails, e.g., “this is an isolated walking trail.”

 Locate children’s areas and public restrooms near
staffed areas to make observation of these areas
easier.

 Post park rules at access or gathering points in
the park. Rules give the ability to designate acceptable uses and discourage unacceptable uses
of the park.

 Tot lots shouldn’t be placed near streets, roadways, pedestrian trails or secluded areas. The tot
lot should be fenced using tubular steel fencing.

 Trails should also have signs help orient users.
Trails need to be marked for use, such as biking
or walking.

 Positioning some bike trails and walking paths
near areas of park activity or at places where
parks meet commercial or residential uses, or
pairing them with active streets can make users
more observable by others.
 Recognize that some natural park areas cannot
be observed or made safe during night hours.
 Provide good lighting for areas that can be safely
used at night.
 Provide emergency telephone call boxes.

MAINTENANCE
 Locate and trim trees and bushes to keep paths
open and to eliminate the potential for areas of
entrapment and concealment.
 Design parks to make maintenance easier by locating an adequate number of trash receptacles
in areas where people congregate and by using
durable, vandal-resistant materials.
 Provide prompt trash and graffiti removal.
 If park benches are planned, choose benches
that have seats

NATURAL ACCESS CONTROL
 Provide clearly visible entries to park buildings.
Light them if used at night.

LEED

 Provide a clear distance of at least 10 feet between the trails and wood-lines to offer decent
sight lines and distance from potential attacks.

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design,
known as LEED, is a designation of a building or
community by the United States Green Building
Council signifying environmentally friendly and sustainable building practices.

 Provide a clear separation between regional
trails and private property. The separation should
permit leaving the trail in an emergency.
 If a particularly attractive portion of the trail is
isolated, making its users vulnerable, create and
clearly mark an alternate, observable path that
gives users a choice for safer mobility.
 Clearly mark the areas to be used only during
the day with entrance signs or gates to control
accessibility.
TERRITORIAL REINFORCEMENT
 When people see certain facilities they receive
certain cues as to which uses are appropriate.
Providing children’s play areas encourages family
use of a park.
 Clearly define paths between parking lots and
other facilities.
 Erect maps to provide a sense of where one
is and where one can go. These maps should

LEED was created to promote human and environmental health by verifying that the construction or
renovation of an entire building has achieved high
performance in five main areas: sustainable site development; water savings; energy efficiency; materials selection; and indoor environmental quality. Even
the manufacture and delivery of materials for the
building must meet LEED standards.
LEED certification is primarily for commercial buildings, such as retail stores, restaurants, offices, churches, libraries, schools, government buildings, hotels,
and residential building of at least four stories. The
USGBC has silver, gold, or platinum levels for certification, in several categories, including new construction; existing buildings; commercial interiors;
retail; schools; and for core and shell rating systems.
LEED-certified buildings and communities have
financial and environmental and benefits, including
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lower operating costs and increased property values,
with less waste sent to landfills and higher conservation of energy and water. LEED buildings also qualify
for tax rebates and zoning incentives.

buffers. A common design technique diminishes impervious surfaces by designing more narrow roads
and sidewalks, reducing parking lot sizes, minimizing
or removing cul-de-sacs, and replacing traditional
paving materials with pervious concrete.

Sustainable is one of the seven principles of the East
Street Corridor Small Area Plan. LEED or similar build- Low Impact Development or LID, seeks to control
ing practices are examples of how this tenet can be
stormwater at its source. LID integrates small-scale
brought to fruition within the East Street Corridor.
measures scattered throughout the development
site. Constructed green spaces, native landscaping,
and a variety of innovative bioretention and infiltraLID
tion techniques capture and manage stormwater
Managing stormwater is a major component of
on-site. LID reduces peak runoff by allowing rainwaplanning for the development and redevelopment
ter to soak into the ground, evaporate into the air,
of building sites. Historically this has been accomor collect in storage receptacles for irrigation and
plished by providing simple ditches and culverts to
other beneficial uses. In areas with slow drainage or
direct the flow of water to streams, creeks and rivers. infiltration, LID captures the first flush before excess
As the amount of impervious land, and thus stormstormwater is diverted into traditional storm conveywater runoff increased, it was realized that not all of
ance systems. The result is development that more
this water could be sent immediately to the water
closely maintains pre-development hydrology. Furbody without causing flooding. So now in most
thermore, LID has been shown to be cost effective,
cities, stormwater control structures (sometimes
and in some cases, cheaper than using traditional
called Best Management Practices or BMPs) like dry
stormwater management techniques.
extended detention ponds or wet retention ponds
Potential developers along East Street should rehave been installed, most in new development, to
search the possibilities of LID and its applicability to
intercept stormwater on its way to surface waters.
their project. Many LID practices can be found more
These techniques, while managing the immediate
economic than collection, conveyance, storage and
flows of stormwater runoff, have environmental
treatment systems. Examples of LID that may be
consequences. Fast moving stormwater discharge
appropriate in some fashion within the East Street
causes downstream flooding, erodes stream banks,
corridor include:
and contributes to water quality violations. Bacte Bioretention cells, commonly known as rain
ria and other pathogens carried in stormwater can
gardens, are relatively small-scale, landscaped
contaminate areas downstream. Rainwater diverted
depressions containing plants and a soil mixture
or otherwise unable to soak into the soil cannot
that absorbs and filters runoff.
recharge aquifers. This reduces stream base flows,
which can cause streams to dry-up for extended
 Cisterns and rain barrels harvest and store rainperiods of time. Stormwater that collects in detenwater collected from roofs. By storing and diverttion basins or flows over impervious surfaces is often
ing runoff, these devices help reduce the floodmuch warmer than the streams into which it flows.
ing and erosion caused by stormwater runoff.
This is a problem because a temperature increase
In the case of commercial properties along East
of just one or two degrees can stress fish and other
Street, they could be used to provide water to
aquatic organisms.
landscape and planting areas as well as street
trees and property owners would not pay to
Efforts to address stormwater problems resulting
irrigate with treated municipal water.
from traditional development methods have pro Green roofs are roof-tops partially or completely
duced a number of innovative design alternatives.
covered with plants. Used for decades in Europe,
For example, researchers and developers are experigreen roofs help mitigate the urban “heat island”
menting with minimizing the distance between land
effect and reduce peak stormwater flows. The
uses to decrease infrastructure requirements. Anothvegetated cover also protects and insulates the
er method reduces stormwater runoff by conserving
roof, extending its life and reducing energy costs.
forests and green spaces and protecting stream
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 Permeable and porous pavements reduce stormwater runoff by allowing water to soak through
the paved surface into the ground beneath.
Permeable pavement encompasses a variety of
mediums, from porous concrete and asphalt,
to plastic grid systems and interlocking paving
bricks suitable for driveways and pedestrian
malls. Permeable pavement helps reduce runoff volumes at a considerably smaller cost than
traditional storm drain systems.
 Grass swales are broad, open channels sown
with erosion resistant and flood tolerant grasses.
Used alongside roadways for years primarily as
stormwater conveyances, swales can slow stormwater runoff, filter it, and allow it to soak into the
ground. Swales and other biofiltration devices
like grass filter-strips improve water quality and
reduce in-stream erosion by slowing the velocity
of stormwater runoff before it enters the stream.
They also cost less to install than curbs, storm
drain inlets, and piping systems.

Supporting Resources

Acronyms
ADA – Americans with Disabilities Act
CPTED – Crime Prevention through Environmental
Design
CCLP – Carroll Creek Linear Park
EFR – East Frederick Rising
ESCAP – East Street Corridor Small Area Plan
DFP – Downtown Frederick Partnership
DPW – Department of Public Works
FHD – Frederick Historic District
FTHD – Frederick Town Historic District
HPO – Historic Preservation Overlay
LMC – Land Management Code
LID – Low Impact Development
MARC – Maryland Area Regional Commuter
NAICS – North American Industry Classification
System
NAC – Neighborhood Advisory Council

Carroll Creek Park Master Plan 1991

PALS – Partnership for Action Learning in Sustainability

East Street Extension Phase I Area Plan 2002

ROW – Right of Way
SUPP – Shared Use Path Plan

Carroll Creek Park Master Plan Update 2003

TAP – Transportation Alternative Program

East Frederick Rising Vision Plan 2010

ULI – Urban Land Institute

East Frederick Rising (ULI) Technical Assistance Panel
2013

UTC – Urban Tree Canopy

Rails with Trails Design Manual 2013
Partnership for Action Learning in Sustainability (PALS)
project reports
March 9, 2016 East Street Corridor Open House – Summary of Comments
Downtown Frederick Post Office Site Design Workshop
East Street Survey Results
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